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Accident
claims
migrant
worker
Staff Report
A migrant worker was killed Sunday morning after he lost control of a tractor carrying tobacco on Almo Shiloh Road and was
pinned beneath the piece of equipment.
Covarrubia Manuel Montes, 34, of Santiago, Mexico, died at the
scene. Calloway County Coroner Mike Garland pronounced Montes
dead at 9:50 a.m. and attributed his death to blunt force trauma to his
head and neck.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department Deputy Roger Dawson
responded to the scene at 9:23 a.m. Sunday.
Montes was westbound on Ky. 464 in a 1%8 Massey Ferguson
135 tractor, which was owned by Scott Lowe of Lowe Farms.
Montes was pulling a scaffold wagon full of tobacco when he lost
control of the tractor, according to information from the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
The tractor left the north side of Ky. 464 and overturned. Police
said Montes was pinned beneath the tractor, which traveled 90 feet
from the road.

Murray, KY 42071

CAMPAIGN PREPARATIONS

Henley
discusses
bridge
ratings

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8. Times
Members of the United Way of Murray-Calloway County held a Business Leadership Breakfast
today at Murray State University's Sid Easley Alumni Center. United Way officials updated local
business representatives on the upcoming annual United Way Campaign and preparations for
the event. Pausing for a picture during the breakfast are, from left: Doug Lawson, United Way
vice chairman; Keith Travis, United Way chairman; Peggy Billington, United Way executive
director; and Lance Allison, United Way campaign chairman.
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Graves child Incentive Dian ororessin
shot, killed
Staff Report
FARMINGTON. Ky. — Graves County Sheriff's Department is
awaiting the results of an autopsy on an II-year-old boy who was
,hot and killed Monday evening.
Once deputies learn more about the boy's death, they will decide
how to proceed with their investigation.
An autopsy was scheduled at 10 a.m. this morning.
The boy's name hasn't been released yet. A Graves County dispatcher said more information will probably be released later today.
Deputies found the boy dead from a single gunshot wound when
they responded to the Country Living Trailer Court off Ky. 121
between Farmington and Mayfield at 6:38 p.m. Monday. The boys'
parents weren't home at the time.

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — 1.4.rs4otive leaders, on the day they had once intended to convene
the General Assembly in a specal session on the
matter, instead began closed-doors talks late
Monday aimed at luring a coal gasification plant
to Kentucky.
Key lawmakers emerged from a meeting that
ran about 5 1/2 hours saying they were closer on
an agreement, but still had not resolved their differences. Details of their private talks were not
released.
House Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling
Green, said lawmakers had made "great progress"
and talks were to resume on Thursday with a possible special session looming by the start of next
week.
"I think most of the major things were worked
out today and the tone was very good and very

GREG TRAViS/Ledger & T,mes
Murray State University students Kristen Miller, left, and Taylor Crawford spent Monday afternoon moving into White College The start of the fall semester at MSU is only days away and
students are beginning to fill the campus Miller is a sophomore art major from Louisville and
Crawford is an undeclared sophomore from Owensboro
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Wnter
Residential advisors at Murray State University are currently taking part in a series of on-campus training sessions designed to teach
them about responding to emergency scenarios.
Larry Anderson. from the Office of Environmental Safety and
Health at Murray State University, said the annual training helps
RAs to know how to react to various situations.
"We work closely with MSU's Department of Public Safety and
Housing Department to instruct students in the proper way to answer
assorted emergency calls," he said.
During an outdoor, hands-on session dealing with fire extinguishers, the RAs were taught about different types of extinguishers, various classes of fires and the proper way to use extinguishers when
dealing with fires. They were also taught how to inspect a fire extinguisher, he said.
"We also instruct them in safety alarms and sprinklers. They are
taught, too, to know and understand their roles as RAs in emergencies." he added.
Following the smaller training sessions. the RAs meet for a large
group presentation on additional emergency events such as fires, tornadoes, earthquakes, criminal security threats, utility outages and
more.

Anderson said the students are taught about the emergencies and
they receive assorted hand-out matenals to review.
"Since the Virginia Tech situation, campus officials are looking
more closely at every area for safety training." he noted.
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cooperative, an I'm very pleased about that,"
Richards said. "Everybody worked together, and
so I think we have a real good chance of finishing
up on Thursday with a bill that I think is a good
euergy policy."
Still. House and Senate leaders were offering
zero new details on the proposal.
Nevertheless, both Richards and Senate
President David Williams claimed they were optimistic they could ratchet out an agreement soon.
"They say that 95 percent of most bills are in
agreement, but it's the 5 percent that's the heck of
it," Williams said before the meeting. "So I'm
going to go in and give it the old college try."
State lawmakers have spent the summer considering a proposal that calls for $300 million in
tax breaks for the plant.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher called the legislature into a

In wake of Va. Tech,
RAs learn how to
handle emergencies
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Report
Although bridges spanning
the Tennessee and Cumberland
rivers at Land Between the
Lakes meet minimum tolerance
and structural sufficiency ratings, both have
been categorized by state
federal
and
as
officials
"functionally
obsolete."
According
to the National
Bridge
Henley
Inventory
Database of the Federal
Administration's
Highway
(FHWA) bridge management
both
Lawrence
program,
Memorial and Eggner's Ferry
bridges do not meet minimum
specifications in dealing with
existing traffic flow.
The information, reported to
federal officials from the state,
was provided to the Murray
Ledger & Times Monday by
state 5th District Rep. Melvin
Henley.
According to the data collected in 2005, Lawrence Memorial
in Trigg County has a "sufficiency rating" of 26.5 while the
Eggner's Ferry in Marshall
County was rated at 36.4. Rating
evaluations are•based on a zero
to 100-point scale that indicates
the condition of a bridge relative
to ideal conditions.
A rating of 100 points means
a bridge meets all criteria in
exemplary fashion, while a rating of zero indicates a bridge
that is closed to traffic.
"Functionally obsolete" means
that a bridge is too narrow to
accommodate existing traffic
demand. However both bridges
have been found to be "structurally sufficient" meaning the
structures are less than perfect,
but safe for use.
Henley. R-Murray. pointed
Kentucky
the
that
out
Transportation Cabinet has
already initiated plans to replace
both bridges and are now collecting comments from the public concerning design.
"Contracts have been let for
the design and engineering of
both the Kentucky Lake bridge
and the Barkley Lake bridge,"
he said. "This should take
around 18 months to complete.
and we will then be fighting for
the money to construct the
bridges."
Both Henley and state Sen.
Ken Winters. R-Murray have
lobbied the General Assembly to
replace the bridges as part of the
four-lane construction of Ky.
68/80 from Trigg County
through the Land Between the
Lakes to Aurora.
When completed, they will
accommodate four lanes of traffic as well as a lane for pedestrians and bicycles. They will also
include a minimum 500-foot
span for barge navigation.
According to the FHWA
database, the location, type, age,
length and width of Kentucky
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FlreSheriffPoliceislis
Murray Fire Department
• Evidence of a structure fire was found in a city-owned building
on Chestnut Street at 7 15 a m Monday City workers said they
noticed there had been a fire when they came in Monday morning after locking the building when they left work around 2 p m
Friday
• Firefighters were dispatched to Murray City Cemetery on
Chestnut Street at II 59 a m. Monday for a rubbish fire outside
They were on the scene tor 14 minutes
• Firefighters responded to a fire at Fern Terrace on Stadium View
Drive at 10 53 p m Monday They were on the scene 23 minutes
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A brush fire was reported at 4 15 pm Friday on Ky 121 North
It rekindled at 6 46 p m Saturday and was again extinguished
• A fire was reported on Ky 94 East at 1 25 p m Saturday
• A transformer fire was reported on Sunbury Circle at 1.28 p m
Saturday
• A fete was reported at Garden Cafe at 113 p m Saturday
• Hazel Fire Department was notified of a fire on Center Street at
8:57 p m Saturday It was extinguished
• A flower pot was on fire at 2 03 p m Sunday when a caller from
1475 Almo Road reported smelling smoke outside
• Hazel Fire Department was notified of a brush fire on East
Barnett Street at 9 12 pm .Sunday
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A caller from Spruce Street reported her purse stolen in
McCracken County at 1 54 p m Saturday The dispatcher told
tier the Kentucky State Police telephone number
• A theft from a Duncan Trait house was reported at 2:27-pan.
Saturday A theft case was opened
• Four-wheelers were reported stolen from a Cypres)Trail location at 8 54 a m Sunday A case was opened for then by unlawful taking more than S300
Marshall County Sheriff s Department
• Jason Rylee, 27, of Hardin was served with a warrant and also
charged with second-degree fleeing and evading police after
Deputy Don Tidwell responded to assist two Kentucky Probation
and Parole officers with the arrest at 2 47 p m Thursday When
probation officer Chris Holt told him that he was under arrest.
Rylee pushed the officer and ran After a foot chase by Tidwell,
Holt and Kentucky Probation and Parole Officer Lance Warmath,
VVarmath caught Rylee about 1 000 feet from the original location
• Michael L Wright, 21 of Hardin, was arrested recently for theft
He's accused of cashing a check that he knew to be canceled for
more than S300 at Lovetts Service Station in Benton Has
scheduled to appear in Marshall District Court on Aug 29
Murray Police Department
• Damage to a vehicle at Country Hearth Inn was reported at 7.33
m Friday
• A-Plus Computer reported theft of services at 4 45 p.m. Friday.
• Damage to tires on a vehicle at 143 Oueensway Drive was
reported at 9.31 p m Friday
• Someone came into the station at 10 03 a m Saturday to report
vandalism
• A harassment incident was reported at Boone's Laundry on
North 12th Street at 12 06 pm Saturday
• A purse was reported stolen from 64 Kathy Drive at 1 16 p m
Saturday
• Vandalism was reported at 2 16 pm Saturday at 515 S 13th
St
• A burglary was reported at 4 34 p m. Saturday at 1718-8
Brooklyn Drive
• A bicycle was found at 610 Parklane at 8.15 p m Saturday
• A cell phone was reported stolen from 128 Welch Drive at 2 20
am Sunday
• A theft was reported at 8 30 a m Sunday at J8D Motors
• Joseph Wilson 19 of Murray. was arrested Sunday for possession of drug paraphernalia
• Someone came into the department at 5 20 p m Sunday to
report the theft of a ',varlet
• A break-in was reported at 1300-B Peggy Ann Blvd at 11.23
p m Sunday
Murray State University Police Department
• Facilities Management reported a problem with a lock at the
Collins Center for Industry and Technology at 7 41 a m Friday
An officer took a report for third-degree criminal mischief
Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

GREG TRAViSiLedger & Times
FIRE SAFETY: Larry Anderson, center, from the Office of Environmental Safety and Health at
Murray State University, works with MSU Residential Advisor Holly Pntchard about safety in
various emergency situations Pritchard, a senior from Cape Girardeau, Mo.. uses a fire extinguisher dunng the training.

KentuckvInBrief
Investigator: Plane crash
exposed 'weaknesses'
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) - The lead investigator of a deadly commercial jet crash says the
Kentucky accident exposed latent failures"
across the nation's aviation safety system, even
though her agency pinned almost all blame on the
pilots.
In an eight-page concumng opinion obtained
by The Associated Press, National Transportation
Safety Board member Deborah Hersman agreed
that the pilots' failure to notice clues they were
going down a runway too short for takeoff was the
primary cause.
However, she suggested her colleagues may
have overlooked nine other critical errors that she
says should have been included as contributing
factors in the NTSB's final report. Voting last
month in Washington, the NTSB decided that pilot
CUM was the primary cause, and the Federal
Aviation Administration had a lesser role. The
NTSB findings will be released in writing later
this month, along with Hersman's concurring
opinion
-The system the pilots were operating in had
multiple holes," Hersman wrote. "Not one of these
latent failures was significant enough to eclipse
the actions of the pilots as the probable cause of
this accident. but viewed as a group. they illuminate safety weaknesses that, if eliminated, may
very well prevent another accident like this one."
Among the factors that contributed to the crash.
lierstnan said, were a fatigued an traffic controller, a short-staffed control tower, outdated airport charts and missing paperwork thai would
have warned the pilots about a construction pont% r that hanged the Lod way route

EKU board names Whitlock
interim president
Kit !MOND. Ky iraPi
Doug Whitlock, a
former Eastern Kentucky UniVersity administrator, will be the school's interim president while the
MIN CIAO searches for a successor to Joanne

Glasser.
Whitlock was vice president for administrative
affairs from 1998 until he retired in 2003 and continued to teach computer science classes pan time
until 2006, the university said in a statement
Monday.
The school's board of regents selected him on
Monday.
Glasser resigned last week to accept the job as
president of Bradley University in Peoria.
From 1976 to 1998, Whitlock was executive
assistant to the president. He had previously been
director of publications and director of public
information and taught in the Department of Mass
Communications.

McConnell hails expansion
of eavesdropping powers
LOUISVILLE, K. AP/ — Senate Republican
leader Mitch McConnell told a national police
conference Monday that congressional action to
expand the government's eavesdropping powers
against suspected foreign terrorists was needed to
make the United States safer.
Speaking to the national Fraternal Order of
Police conference. the Kentucky Republican
hailed the update to the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act, saying "we're safer for it."Now to me, the idea that we were supposed to
extend the Bill of Rights to a bunch of noncitizens
overseas, let alone terrorists, wasn't only dangerous, it was the height of stupidity," McConnell
said, drawing applause from the police group.
The legislation that cleared Congress this
month gives the government leeway to intercept,
without warrants, communications between foreigners that are routed through equipment in the
United States, provided that "foreign intelligence
information- is at stake.
The Bush administration has said the update to
the FBA law was needed to speed the National
Security Agency's ability to intercept phone calls.
e-mails and other communications involving foreign nationals believed to be outside the United
States

•Bridge ratings.
From Front
bridge', are CS alUJICti rotifilleiS by ilk'
Stale tr.m.porirtion Missals whish
update information in ,Onaiiiiin The
reports also resommend any nesessary
changes in bridge rating or load limits
-me .tithuent rating is salt ulated
from about 25 tit the numbers in the
report.- aciairiling ii a release from
Henley "A bridge sarinot he both functionally obsolete and seasonally deficient for reporting purposes though it tan
be in reality But being 'strusturally delisient' is J mote ntical meg'4) than
'functionally obsolete

Ascording to the data. Lawrence
Memorial. uhich spans the Cumberland
Riser, was built in 1932 but was reconstructed in 1944 The condition of the
supporting JCL k. superstructure. and substruk lure was rated as "lair.- howeser the
hndge railing " does not meet currently
al 4. rptahle standards.- The structural
esaluation " meets minimum tolerable
limits to he left in place as is"
The estimated cost of improvement
was projected at more than 59.7 million
in 21104 Average daily traffis was reported A 1,077 in 200S
ht.g.ner's Ferry Bndge in Marshall
County. which spans thc Tennessee

River. NA% built in 1932 and has never
been reconstructed The condition of the
support deck, superstructure, and substructure Were also rated as lair:* however the bridge railing "does not meet
currently acceptable standards " The
structural evaluation is reported as
%Mir V. hat better than minimum adequacy to tolerate being left in place as is The estimated cost of improvement
was projected at around SI I million in
2004. Average daily traffic was reported
at 2.665 in 2001
According to the FHWA database. the
I-1SW bridge in Minneapolis. Minn that
collapsed and killed at least nine persons

had a sufficiency rating of SO points.
However the bridge's superstructure condition was rated as "poor." It also met
"minimum tolerable limits to be left in
plaice as IS. In 2tX./4, the average daily
traffic was reported at 1410)0. The
bridge Was built in 1967.
For more detail concerning the
FHWA's National Bridge Inventory
Database go online at www.nationalbalges.com or to Henley's Web site at
www.melvinhenley.com. Those interested in commenting on the design of new
bridges to replace Lawrence Memorial or
Eginier's Ferry may do so at www.lakebridges Loin
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Staff Report
A mail carrier was taken to
the hospital following a collision Friday afternoon with a
tree-cutting truck on Elderberry
Drive.
Calloway County Sheriff's
Lt. Richard Steen responded to
the two-vehicle crash at 12:05
p.m. Friday.
Anastacio S. Leon, 26, of
Willis, Texas, was northbound
on Elderberry Dnve when he
noticed a car coming toward
according to information
from the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department. He told
police he came to a complete
stop and reversed, trying to
avoid the collision, but the vehicles crashed anyway.
Tonya D. York, 46. of Dexter,
was driving the white 1992
Buick Lc Sabre. She told police
she couldn't recall what happened, but that she was southbound on Elderberry delivering
mail before the collision.
Steen said the vehicles
seemed to have struck each
other's left front quarters. The
truck received minor damage to
the roll bar mounted on the front
while the car's front end was
damaged heavily.
Steen said both vehicles
attempted to avoid the collision,
but they were unable to do so
because of the embankments on
either side of the narrow road.
The point of impact was on the
crest of a hill.
EMS transported York to
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital because she complained of pain to her neck and
left leg. She was treated and
later released, according to a
hospital spokeswoman.
Murray Fire Department also
assisted at the scene.

II Plan ...
From Front
special session last month to
deal with the proposal. The
Senate passed an energy taxincentive plan, but the House
did not address Fletcher's legislative agenda and adjourned.
Lawmakers had said they
were hoping to ask Fletcher to
call a special session to begin on
Monday. But certain undisclosed issues remained unresolved.
Fletcher, who did not attend
Monday night's meeting, said
beforehand that he met with
House and Senate lawmakers
and was ready to order the legislature into a special session this
week, if given the nod.
"I'm optimistic, hut you
never know until the legislators
sit down and go through the differences.- Fletcher said.
Richards declined to offer
any specifics on the plan but
said lawmakers were getting
"closer and closer- to compromise. He said some of disputes
on the bill were philosophical
while others were detail oriented.
"Both sides seem to want a
bill and want a bill that's really
good for the people of
Kentucky.- Richards said, "and
that will promote economic
development. And that's what
we're doing."
Williams said the current
proposal was a combination of
elements from versions of
House and Senate bills that had
passed previously.
Although details have not
been made public, Williams said
he did not anticipate holding a
special session unless there was
agreement between legislative
leaders that the proposal would
pass the legislature. Rank-andfile members of the legislature
eventually would he briefed on
the plan. Williams said
Earlier, a group opposed to
state
universities
offering
domestic partner benefits rallied
for the second time in two weeks
at the Capitol urging lawmakers
to address the matter with legislation.
Fletcher wanted the legislature to ban domestic partner
benefits at Kentucky's public
universities last month. The
Senate passed the proposal. but
the House did not act.
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Obituaries
Ralph Bogard
Ilie funeral for Ralph Bogard was today (Tuesday) at I I a.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. John Dale, Rev. Ricky
C'unningharn and Rev. Paul Bogard officiated. Music was by Carol
Gibbs and Sue Spann.
, Pallbearers were Kelly Curd, Don Curd, Bruce
Parker, Jerry Walker, Jennifer Hill, Robert Hill,
Hal Mitchell Bogard and Olivia Marina Bogard,
active; Logan Curd, Keaton Curd, Emma Hill and
Audrey Hill, honorary. Burial was in the Murray
City Cemetery with J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
in charge of arrangements.
1/
Mr. Bogard, 84, Edinborough Drive, Murray.
died Monday, Aug. 13, 2007, at 12:07 a.m. at
Spring Creek Health Care.
Retired owner of Bogard Trucking, he had oper_ Atom
ated the business for more than 45 years. He had
served as magistrate of District 3 of the Calloway
County Fiscal Court. An Army veteran of World War
he was a member and former deacon and treasurer of Memorial Baptist Church. He was also a member of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons and of the former Murray Civitan Club.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Eva Frances Bogard;
one daughter, Linda Jean Bogard; one sister, EsteII Johnson; and one
brother, RudeII Bogard. Born July 28, 1923, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Hayden Bogard and Bessie Miller Bogard.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Bogard; two daughters,
Mrs. Judy'Curd and husband, Don. Murray, and Mrs. Shere Walker
and husband, Jerry, Paris, Tenn.; one son, Kenny Bogard, Murray;
one stepdaughter, Mrs. Seline Castley and husband, Gordon,
Louisville; three stepsons, Phillip Barkley, Daryl Barkley and
Ronnie Barkley and wife. Janis, all of Paducah; three sisters, Mrs.
Wilma Hicks and husband, Odell, Mrs. Geny Sheppard and Mrs.
June Cunningham and husband. Bobby, all of Murray; two brothers,
Rev. Paul Bogard and wife, Sue, Lone Oak, and Tommy Bogard,
Murray: five grandchildren, Kelly Curd and wife, Bethany, Hal
Mitchell Bogard and Olivia Marina Bogard, all of Murray, Jennifer
Hill and husband. Robert, Paris, and Bruce Parker. New Concord;
three stepgrandchildren, Shannon Abbott and husband, David, April
Barkley and Tara Barkley, all of Paducah; four great-grandchildren.
Logan and Keaton Curd, Murray, and Emma and Audrey Hill, Paris;
three stepgreat-grandchildren, Janna, Jessie and Clara; brother-inlaw. Howard Johnson. Murray.
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Rove ending controversial White House tenure;
rueful Bush says he'll be following before long

WASHINGTON (AP) Karl Rove, the political mastermind behind President Bush's
races for the White House and
an adviser with unparalleled
influence over the past 6 1/2 turbulent years, announced his resignation Monday, ending a partnership stretching back more
than three decades.
It was a major loss for Bush
as he heads into the twilight of
his presidency, battered, in the
hostile
a
facing
polls,
Democratic Congress and waging an unpopular war. A half
dozen other senior advisers have
left in recent months,forcing the
White House to rebuild its staff
at the same time the president is
running out of influence.
"I'll be on the road behind
. you here in a little bit," said a
'rueful Bush, announcing the
departure alongside Rove on the
White House South Lawn. Bush
leaves office Jan. 20, 2009.
Bush nicknamed Rove "the
architect" and "boy genius" for
successfully plotting two national election strategies and helping
strengthen Republican majorities in Congress in 2002 and
2004.
Critics derisively called him
"Bush's brain." During Bush's
presidency, he has been one of
Washington's most powerful
and controversial figures.
The president appeared glum
as he joined Rove for the
announcement. "Karl Rove is
moving on down the road,"
Rev. Willard Glen Beasley
Bush said. "We've been friends
I he luneral or Rev. Willard Glen Beasley was Monday at II
condoOnline
a long time, and we're still
Benton.
for
Home,
Funeral
Collier
of
a.m. in the chapel
going to be friends. I would call
lences may be sent to collierfuneralhorne.com
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Karl Rove a dear friend."
Rove, his voice shaking with
Lourdes Hospice Program, 2855 Jackson St.,
emotion, told Bush, "I'm gratePaducah. Ky., 42003.
Rev. Beasley, Olive, died Friday. Aug. 10, 2007, ful to have been a witness to history. It has been the joy and the
at his home.
He was the founder and pastor of Trinity Full honor of a lifetime."
He said it had been more than
Gospel Church for the past 28 years. He served in the Armed Forces
helped Bush
on the front lines of the Korean Conflict and survived being critical- 14 years since he
of Texas and 10
governor
for
run
battle.
in
twice
ly wounded
began plotting
Preceding him in death were his wife of 55 years, Carolyn years since they
race for the White
McClure Beasley, on June 21, 2007; two infant daughters, Leesa the first
said it was time to
Linn Beasley and Glenna Gail Beasley; and his parents, William House. Rove
about the next
thinking
.
"start
community
Sharpe
the
Levi Beasley and MadeII Bogard Beasley of
family's life."
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Kathy Lee, Aurora; one chapter in our
son, Jonathan Glen Beasley, Benton: eight grandchildren: five greatgrandchildren; three sisters. Mrs. Kathleen Haley and Mrs. Boyer&
Rudolph. Paducah. and Mrs. Joetta Goode. Melbourne, Fla.: one
brother. William Beasley. Griggstown.

I%
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Robert E.(Bob) Shank Ill

The funeral for Robert E.(Bob)Shank III was today (Tuesday) at
II a.m. in the chapel of Johnson-Hughes Funeral Home, Herrin, Ill.
Rev. Don Colson officiated. Military rites were at the funeral home
by the Herrin American Legion and VFW Posts. The Herrin Elks
performed a funeral ritual at visitation at the funeral home on
Monday.
Online condolences may be sent to www.hughesfuneralhomes.com
%
50. Murray, Ky.. formerly of
Mr. Shank
Herrin, died Friday. Aug. 10, 2007, at 9:47 a.m. at
the Veterans Administration Hospital. Marion, Ill.
An Air Force veteran, he formerly worked the
Maytag in Herrin. He was a member of Herrin
at
production line
Elks. IAM Machinist Union in Herrin and the Heartland Bass Club.
He was born Jan. 21. 1957, in Fullerton, Calif.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Katrina Higgins Shank, to whom
he was married June 25, 2004, in Marion; two sons, Robert E. Lee
and wife, Tammy. Soda Springs. Idaho. and Tony Vaugh, Herrin;
one daughter. Miqueal Ann Deram and fianc6. Justin Smith, Herrin,
two stepdaughters. Kristin West-Higgins and Katlynn Knight, and
E.
one stepson, Krashawn Knight, all of Murray; his parents, Robert
Shank Jr. and Cherie Lee Shank. Roseberg, Ore.; two brothers,
C'huck Shank and wife. Anna. Eagle. Idaho, and Christopher Shank.
California; one sister, Mrs. Mary Kay Roseberg and husband. Bill.
Moms.
Oregon; parents-in-law, John Higgins. Murra!, and Jan
nephews.
Benton; several nieces and

Officials unsure whether
Kentucky man's death
caused by heat stroke
Luney said police and emerLOUISVILLE. Ky. (API arrived
Officials believe heat stroke gency medical workers
not
had
man
the
the
determined
for
and
blame
to
may have been
death Monday of a 37-year-old been beaten but died of heat
man who was found lying out- stroke.
side. but a deputy coroner said
But Jefferson County Deputy
he has not yet made that deter- Coroner Jesse Paulley said he
mination
had not determined the cause of
A caller reported at 1.1 3 p.m. death An autopsy was schedEDT that a person was down uled for Tuesday. and toxicology
east of downtown and that it tests would be conducted.
Appeared the sictim had been Paulley said.
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President Bush, left, puts his arm around Karl Rove as they appear before reporters
announcing
news conference on the South Lawn of the White House in Washington Monday
Roves resignation.
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Collapse of bridge under construction in
central China kills 28, injures at least 22
BEIJING (API - A bridge
under construction in an ancient
Chinese city collapsed as workers removed scaffolding from its
facade, killing at least 28 people, the government said this
morning.
The 140-foot-high bridge
spanning the Tuo River in the
of
city
Hunan
central
Fenghuang collapsed Monday,
the Hunan Administration of
Work Safety said in a statement
posted to the official Gov.cn
Web site. The span in Hunan's
Fenghuang county, intended for
both pedestrian and vehicle traffic, had four decorative stone
arches and was scheduled to
open at the end of the month, the
administration said.
At least 28 people were
killed and 86 people were rescued, including 22 who were
injured, the official Xinhua
News Agency said. An estimated 123 workers were at the site
at the time.
Premier Wen Jiabao ordered
a thorough investigation into the
collapse of the 880-foot bridge,
China Central Television reported.
The accident came less than
two weeks after the collapse of a
bridge in Minnesota that drew
attention to aging transport
infrastructure in the United
States.
Surrounded by lush mountains and rice paddies. the
ancient city of Fenghuang is a
well-known tourist spot and
home to the Miao and Tujia ethnic minorities. It is also famed
for traditional stilt houses lining
the Tuo River.
China Central Television
showed bulldozers plowinc

Xinhua said the bridge was a
$1.6 million project by the
Fengda company of western
Hunan, without giving the company's full name. An employee
of a Fengda Road Construction
Co. in Fenghuang said he was
not clear if the bridge project
was his company's. He refused.
to give his name
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thrOugh the rubble, overturning
chunks of stone and concrete
mixed in a tangle of steel reinforcement bars. News photos
showed anxious and weeping
villagers waiting for news about
their loved ones.
Most of the people working
on the bridge were local farmers, the agency said.
"1 was riding a bike with my
husband and we had just passed
under the bridge and were about
50 meters(160 feet)away when
it collapsed.- said a witness who
would only gave her surname.
Wu. -There was a huge amount
of dust that came up and didn't
clear for about It) minutes."
Yang Long. a villager whose
home was just a dozen yards
from the site, described a grim
rescue effort. -Their anus and
legs were broken, only linked
with skin.- he said of bodies
being pulled from the rubble.
a cleaning lady at a local
hotel, said there were houses
underneath the bridge and she
had heard that friends who lived
there had died.
The safety administration
said the bridge was designed by
Huagang
Hunan
the
Transportation Design Institute
in the provincial capital of
Changsha.
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Xinhua identified the contractor as the state-owned
Hunan Road and Bridge
Construction (Group) Ltd. Co.,
or RBC. RBC's construction
manager and project supervisor
were detained for questioning, it
said. Phone numbers listed on
the company's Web site rang
unanswered today.
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'Dan Cohen' HOOK LINE AND SINKER
doesn't fit into 1
one category
WARRANTLESS
SURVEILLANCE;
PATRIOT ACT,
ETC.,ETC.

tki
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What's in a name' According to Shakespeare. a rose
would smell as sweet no matter what the moniker. Dan
Cohen may have had that thought in mind when he_ chose
the title of his debut CD. Instead of coming up with a
metaphor-laden appellation for his first solo album, he settled
for a simple, straightforward sobriquet.
The CD title'? "Dan Cohen."
Samples of the music are playing nght
now at www.myspace.com/dancohen615 and
at myspac-ecom./westoriboyrs records.
Back when he was at Murray High
School. Cohen. Enc Niffenegger and Matt
Lawson had a band they christened Wrack,
as in "wrack and ruin." After he graduated
from MHS in 1991, the band disbanded.
but Dan's interest in music never wavered.
While he was at flaverford ('ollege. he
gigged with a funk hand and an a capella
Main Street group in Philadelphia When he finished
By Constance
college, he headed south again, to
Alexander
Nashville.
Local
A versatile guitarist and gifted songColumnist
wnter, Cohen immersed himself in the
music scene through songwriter rounds at
the Broken Spoke. session work and touring as a guitarist
for various country superstars, including Tracy Byrd, Andy
Griggs and T. Graham Brown.
For awhile, he was part of the hand Stone, which led to
a recording agreement with Sony Records, and he has written with well-known songwriters such as Bob ()Wien). Jeffrey Steel and Don Poythress
Despite immersion in the Nashville scene, Dan', music as
not confined to a country sound Just looking at the titles of
sarious songs on the new CD reveals a breadth of subject
matter and hints at an array of musical styles. The first two
cuts. "Rabbit's Foot," and "When You Don't Come Home"
base a steady. toe-tapping beat with an underlying, blucs-y
reel
The third song. "Hope you Don't Change Your Mind.starts with a melodic guitar that gives way to rich orchestration. trombone, drums, has., tenor sax and electric piano mix
with whistling And a little soft-shoe for good measure. The
lyrics, a sweet confessional monologue, would make it hard
for any woman to change her mind
-You made me mumble, made me stare at my fect/111 you
gase me half a glance." the song begins But awkwardness
yields to a cunnecuun when, "You quoted Keats, I quoted
Carlin
"Lullabse" also starts with guitar. hut has a south-of-theborder sound achiesed with piano and background vocal. The
lyrics make it an irresistible love song "I'd steal a wish for
you. I'd break the moon in two." is the promise. The singer
admits that kind of grandiose talk is cheap. hut vows that -1
an hold you gtrUl'ntil you tall asleep "
Two of the instrumentals on Dan Cohen demonstrate his
sinuosity on the guitar I do not know who "Peter and Elizaheth'• and "Matt and Bridget- are, but Dan Cohen's songs
named for those two 011ple% offer great melodies and harmonies, a tribute, perhaps to two well-matched couples
Die last cut on the CD, "Even Us," lures the listener
with piano that has an impressionistic feel The words cut
through the lyrical tog ot the music - "No matter how you
try/Can't make the pieces fit together nght/Anci everyone hut
you/Knows what you're going through
"Dan Cohen" the CD, presumably like Dan Cohen the
artio, does not fit neatly into any one category Listeners
have to Judge for themselves
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Cool it with global warming

"Cool It" is not the first book Denmark's Bjorn Lomtx)rg has wnttcn about
global warming Lomborg's heretical
2001 hest-seller, "The Skeptical Environmentalist,- drew a firestorm of nasty
criticism and unveiled hatred from environmentalists and the global warming
crowd because it said most of the bad
effects of climate change have been
grossly exaggerated.
Named one of Time magazine's HE
most influential people in 2004. Loma statistician by training —
borg
believes global warming is occurring.
But he also heheses we should
approach the problem rationally -which means not wasting all our energy
ancl\r=ces today on global warmrun effects when there are
ing s
more-pressing human-killing problems
like malaria and malnutrition we should
he addressing
Q What does "Cool It" refer to"
A Well, of course it refers to the
idea that we need to find a way in the
long WM to reverse global warming.
But it also - and perhaps more importantly in the current debate — refers to
the fact that we need to cool and temper our consersation on climate change.
Right now there is a lot of hysteria
going on, a lot of alarmism going on.
and quite frankly, if we only hear one
side of the story -- anti often an exaggerated side of the story -- it's unlikely we'll make good Judgments.
Q. Will you give us a brief synopsis
of your book?
A: It tries to tell us three things It
first of all says global warming is real.
The second point is to say that the
effects of global warming are very often
vastly exaggerated and one-sided and
The relegise date lor the CD ii Sept. 4, but is can he
that doesn't lead to good judgments So
onlerrd in advarts e at the online store at
that's the third part, where I try to
%It u westoribtres.4 oritilABstorr. A special combo deal of $20
point out that we need a much smarter.
plus shipping couplet the CD with a r chin You tan al.so
much cooler way of talking about clisima,zsmccurss
through
pre-order
mate change and thinking about how
The release pant it in Nashville at 9 p.m. Sept. 4 at the
we can do something about it in the
er and no shipping charges that night
.Wen t Lounge Ni'
long run What I try to say is that we
a
Boss.
on
Wes
the
through
t
-Dan Cohen'. ti releated
need to locus on things that are both
anal( Independent Isabel The Web addrrcs IJ wwwwesroncost-effic tent and will solve c hmate
NI%c OPPI
change Right now we talk about cutting CO2 emissions, which is expensive
Read Kan Surer online at wiA is murratledgert orn Contas f the
and which quite frankly will do very
net
ovit tam rale sandertst newts aies swan
it dim tls at
little good
What I talk about is cutting the cost
of cutting emissions -- that is, investing
in research and development of non-carbon-emitting energy technologies like
solar,
like wind, like cartsoncapture,
1001 ll'hitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
energy efficiency - all these things If
Phone (270) 753-191b • Fax (270) 753-1927
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To put it in context.
remember over the last
150 years sea levels
also rose a foot. Yet
was it something we
noticed very much?
Ask a very old person
who lived through most
of the 20th century
imporNewsmaker what were the
tant things that hapInterviews pened and she'll likely
By Bill
talk about the two
Steigerwald
world wars, the emanSyndicated
cipation of women, and
Columnist
maybe the IT Revolution, but it's very
unlikely she'll say, "Oh, and sea levels
Q: You aren't a climate scientist and
don't even pretend to be one like Al
Gore. What makes you qualified to
write books about global warming?
A. Because I'm a social scientist and
I'm a statistician and what I look at is
"What arc the social impacts of many
of these things" I simply take iLS a
starting point what the U.N. climate
panel tells us. But then I say, "We
need to remember all the facts." As I
say. "The UN climate panel tell us one
foot of sea level nse. so let's not say
20 feet." When the U.N. climate panel
says we'll sec increasing temperatures
that will mean that more people will
die in heat waves. That's absolutely true
and everybody points that out.
But of course increasing temperatures
also means that fewer people will die
in cold waves. And since in most parts
of the world there are many more people dying from cold than from heat.
we'll Actually see more people not
dying from cold waves than extra people dying from heat waves. In the UK-4,it's estimated that 2,000 more :.peoplt
will die from heat waves each year
a very much publicized fact. But we
forget to hear that 20.000 fewer people
will die from cold. That's the point:
I'm simply saying we need to hear
both sides of that Argument It's not a
very complicated argument, but it's one
that's absolutely necessary to hear.
Q- The reason we haven't heard both
sides of the argument. some of us
would argue, is because the media has
let us down by not playing fair and
balanced.
A. The media. as you probably very
well know, is not necessarily fair,
because they love a good story which
is often a had story. I don't think it's
because anyone is being inherently dishonest or trying to torture the facts. It's
much more that we as a human species
hate a tendency to only say, "Oh my
God what's going to happen"' Oh. had
things"
But perhaps we are forgetting to say,
"If we are going to make good choices.
we need to hear the whole story" So I
simply See this as a way)of saying.
-000h. let's just remember that 2.000
Are going to die from heat hut 20.000
are not going to die from cold and we
nerd both sides of that information
Q What's the most dangerous exaggersuon about global warming that
needs to be debunked or at least put
into the proper perspective'
A I don't think there is any one
It's the oser all idea that hurruunty is
somehow at stake, that this is a plane
tars disaster, or that we're going to see
the last remaining couples of humanoids
at the end of this century wandenng
around close to the North Pole where
they have a slight chance of survival.
Those kinds of 4Cer1J1/10% which have
been put forward and gotten a huge

amount of publicity by eminent people
simply are not in the cards.
Climate change is a problem. yes.
But it's by no means a catastrophe.
Perhaps it's important to say that in a
world where 15 million people die each
year from easily curable infectious diseases, it seems to me that we are missing our priorities when we focus so
exclusively on one problem and forget
that there are many others — and many
others, mind you, where we can do
much more good.
So it comes down to this: What do
we want to be remembered as this generation's big achievement? Do we want
it to be that we did a little bit about
climate change? Or do we want it to
be that we did a lot about many of the
other problems in the world, like
HIV/AIDS. malaria, malnutrition, clean
drinking water, the list goes on?
Q: So what do we do about GW'?
A: We need to realize that global
warming is a 100-year problem that will.
need cooperation between generations,
between political parties and between
continents. This is something that has to
he a political deal that will work
throughout decades between different
political parties and different countries ,
throughout the world. It's not one along
the Kyoto (Protocol) lines, which basically means cut emissions now at fairly
high cost but have very little benefit
only I(X) years from now. It should
much rather be one that says let's make
cost-efficient efforts to make sure we
cut the cost of cutting emissions.
It's about research and development
and I specifically propose we invest
0.05 percent of GDP in research and
development in non-carbon-emitting
energy technologies — this could be
wind, solar, you name it. There are
many different opportunities. The idea
is, it's 10 times cheaper than Kyoto.
It's likely going to be maybe 100 times
cheaper than the follow-up to Kyoto.
which is going to be negotiated in my
home town. Copenhagen in 2009.
And yet it's a 10-fold increase in the
research and development that we commit right now to these issues. So it is
one that is doable, it is politically feasible and it is smart . In the long term, it .
will likely do much more good than
Kyoto or son of Kyoto will ever do and it will actually have the affect in
the long term to halt global warming.
Q: Why should Al Gore read your
book?
A: (Laughs) That's a great question.
I think Al Gore has done a great service in making global warming cool.
He's basically taken it from a nerdy.
almost ignored issue to making it what
it is --- namely, a problem. But I think
he's over-sold it in many ways to make,- ,
people over-worried and therefore has
actually done global warming a disservice, because we will end up having one
of those fads where we worry very
much about it and then it sort of passes out of fashion
If we are going to have a sustained
effort over the next 100 years. we need
much smarter approaches. Since he is
one of the very visible spokespeople. I
would certainly hope that he would also
read this hook and realize if we need
long-term progress on climate change
and all the world's other woes, we need
to be smart about it and this is one
way — and hopefully a very smart way .
— forward that I'm proposing.

Bill Steigenvald LI a columnist at the
Pittsburgh Tr-thew-Review, E-mail Bill at
bsteigerwaldlilltnleweb corn.
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COMMUNITY
Old Salem Cemetery meeting
will be Saturday morning

lo's
Databook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Scholarshipilews

Old Salem Cemetery donation meeting
day will be Saturday from 10:30 a.m. to
noon at the cemetery, located on Old Salem
Road, Murray.
Donations will be accepted during these
hours at the cemetery, which is one of the
oldest cemeteries in the area.
Persons unable to attend may send their
donations for the maintenance of the cemetery to Stan Downs, 1385 A.B. Lassiter
Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
Also on Saturday the Wilson family
gathering will follow at noon.

Twin Lakes club will meet

Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile
Club of Amenca will have its monthly dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade, Murray. The club is open
to anyone with an interest in antique automobiles and visitors
are always welcome. For more information contact Howard
Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will have a special called meeting on Wednesday at 3:45
p.m. in the media center.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will have a special called meeting on Wednesday at
3:30 p.m. in the media center.

Tiger Booster Club will meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All officers, sports representatives, parents and other interested persons are encouraged to
attend.

MMS Council to meet today
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making council will
meet in regular session today at 4 in the MMS Media Center. Principal Lou Caner invites all interested persons.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Beginning Pinochle Class planned
A Beginning Pinochle Class for those 60 and older will be
offered at Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center,
located at 607 Poplar St., in the Weaks Community Center.
Classes will be held each Wednesday in September from 9 to
II a.m. in the education room. Conducted by Francis Latham,
the class size will be limited. For more information or to sign
up, call the center at 753-0929.

Bethel Fellowship plans program
Mike and Darla Ewoldsen are a contemporary team of music
and power that will present a special program of music and
power tonight at 7 at Bethel Fellowship Church, located on
Ky. 94 East, nine miles from Murray. Mike, a 5-time drug
free world champion powerlifter, was named 1999 U.S. Overall Powerlifter of the year. The public is invited. For more
information call 753-0220.

Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Education Support Group will meet
today at 4:30 in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Cindy Ragsdale, licensed social worker, will present
a program on "The Foreign Language of Alzheimer's. For
more information call Ragsdale at 762-1108.

CCHS Touchdown Club to meet
Calloway. County High School Touchdown Club will meet
today at 5:30 in the school cafeteria. All members and interested parties are urged and invited to attend.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
irom the Bingo help support local, national and international
chanties. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call Tracey at
227-587.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonght at 7 pat the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 4892909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter 431 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet tonight at 7:30 at the lodge hall

Justice will be IAAP speaker
Phillip Justice, regional director of development for Sunrise
Children's Services, will be the guest speaker at the meeting
of the Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals (IAAP) tonight at 5 in the conference
mom at the Murray-('alloway County Chamber of Commerce,
North 12th Street. "Leadership" will be the topic for discussion by Justice. All area office professionals are welcome to
attend. For more information contact Laura D-ziekonski at 8094816

Bowling Leagues being formed
Bowling leagues for youth (ages 3-21) and Adult are being
formed now for the fall season at Corvette Lanes. Leagues
are certified through the United States Bowling Congress where
you can earn awards and recognition or achievements while
having fun. No previous experience is necessary. For more
information, visit the webaite at www.murrayusbc.org. e-maill
at bowlOmurrayusbc.org. or call Donna Darnell at 759-9246
or Corvette Lanes at 753-2202.

Photo provided
Pictured, from left, are Matthew Parker, Meagan Pember and
Cohn Capps at the FBLA National Leadership Conference in
Chicago, III., June 27-July 2.

MHS students attend
national FBLA meeting
Meagan Pember, a 2007
graduate of Murray High
School, and Matthew Parker
and Colin Capps, seniors at
Murray High School, represented Kentucky at the Future
Business Leaders of America
National Leadership Conference
in Chicago, Ill., June 27-July

2.
Parker attended as a Kentucky State officer.
Pember represented
Kentucky in the Future Business
Leader event.
Capps participated in the
Job Interview category.

Robyn Ryan, A 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
George E. Beiderwell Scholarship and the Murray Lions
Club Groover A. Parker Memorial Scholarship to attend Murray State University.
The George E. Beiderwell
Scholarship is available to Kentucky students who reside west
of the Pennyrile Parkway.
The Murray Lions Club
Groover A. Parker Memorial
Scholarship is available to students who graduated in the
top 50 percent of their class
from Murray or Calloway
County high schools. A 3.0 GPA
is required and preference is
given to students who were
involved with FFA or FHA.
Ryan is the daughter of
David and Tina Ryan of Murray.
She is majoring in education at Murray State.
Ryan is a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi. She is a student
ambassador and received the
Student Leadership Rising
Racer Award. She served as
chairperson
for
Homecoming/Murray Madness
Activities.

Christopher Roberts, a
2007 graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded the
Hope, Endeavor and Achievement Scholarship to attend Murray State University.
The scholarship is available
to all students that meet specific guidelines.
Roberts is the son of Mark
Roberts and Rhonda Roberts,
David Philip Montgomery, serve for two years in Kaza- both of Murray. He will be
21, Murray, has been accept- khstan, living in a manner sim- , majoring in music at Murray
ed into the Peace Corps. Mont- ilar to people in his host coun- State.
While in high school,
gomery will be departing for try.
Roberts served as co-section
Kazakhstan on Aug. 19 to begin
Montgomery joins the 61
leader in the marching band
training as a secondary school Kentuckr
,
residents currently
and was a member of the choir
English education Peace Corps serving in the Peace Corps.
and Spanish Club. He received
Volunteer.
More than 1,251 Kentucky resrecognition from Who's Who
Upon graduation from train- idents have served in the Peace
Among American High School
ing in November. Montgomery Corps since 1961.
Students and was named to
will be teaching English as a
Kazakhstan was the second
the KMEA All-State Choir, Allforeign language to secondary largest republic in the Soviet
District Choir, Quad State
school students as well as cre- Union. Two years after the
Honor Choir, All-District Band,
ating and implementing other nation gained independence in
Quad State Band and District
community programs.
1991, the Peace Corps assigned
Brass Ensemble.
The son of David and Ann volunteers to the central Asian
Roberts was in the Class A
Mane Montgomery, Murray, nation. A total of 840 volunFinals of the KMEA State
Montgomery is a graduate of teers have served in KazaMarching Band and participatMurray High School. He went khstan.
ed in the Bands of America
on to attend The College of
Volunteers combine their Marching Band Championship.
Wooster in Wooster, Ohio, and efforts with government minearned a bachelor of arts in istries, local governments, and
Kathryn Rogers, a 2007
Spanish, graduating in 2007. NGOs to work within four pro- graduate of Calloway
County
Montgomery previously held gram areas: English education, High School. has been awardseveral employment positions economic development, envi- ed the Roads Scholars Leadat his college campus.
ronmental education, and pub- ership Housing Scholarship and
"I really wanted to travel lic health. Currently, 116 vol- the Honor Scholarship to attend
and experience something chal- unteers serve in Kazakhstan.
Murray State University.
lenging and new,- said MontThe Peace Corps is celeThe Roads Scholars Leadgomery on his decision to join brating a 46-year legacy of serv- ership Housing Scholarship is
the Peace Corps. "1 think it's ice at home and abroad. Since awarded to students based on
a great idea to get out of the 1961, more than 187,000 vol- contributions to school, church
country and experience a new unteers have helped promote and community. The award is
culture."
a better understanding between applied to normal university
During the first three months Amencans and the people of housing charges and is a oneof his service. Montgomery the 139 countries where Vol- year, non-renewable award.
will live with a host family unteers have served.
The Honor Scholarship recin Kazakhstan to become fully
Peace Corps Volunteers must ognizes entering freshmen or
immersed in the country's lan- be U.S. citizens and at least transfer students who are outguage and culture. After acquir- 18 years of age. Peace Corps standing achievers or leaders.
ing the language and cultural service is a 27-month commitRogers is the daughter of
skills necessary to assist his ment.
Edwina Rogers of Murray and
conununity. Montgomery will
Thomas Rogers of Sumter, S.C.

Montgomery will serve with
the Peace Corps in Kazakhstan

Western Kentucky Highland
Festival to be Sept. 14-16
The ninth annual Western
Kentucky Highland Festival,
sponsored by Campbell Auction and Real Estate, will be
on Sept. 14-16 in Central Park.
All things Scottish will be
celebrated at the festival. Entry
is $5 with children under 12
free. The festival provides an
opportunity for people in the
area to learn more about Scottish customs since about 60
percent of the people in Western Kentucky can trace their
heritage to Scotland.
The festival will begin with
a Ceilidh, a Scottish party, at
the Murray Calloway County
Country Club. For $15. a person can enjoy an evening

filled with live Celtic music
and hors d'oeuvres.
Other events including special children's events, Highland dancers, clan tents, storytelling, genealogy tents and
Scottish food and merchandising vendors will be going on
throughout the festival. Scottish athletic game competitions
like the Caber and Sheaf Toss
are also on the schedule of
events.
For more information and
a complete listing of events
and times, contact the Murra!,
Tourism Commission at 7592199 or visit the websitc at
www.tourtnurray.com.

While in high school. Rogers
served as secretary of the World
Language Club and was a member of the Laker band, pep
band, jazz band and Drama
Club. She was active in her
church youth group, going on
mission trips to Corpus Christi,
Texas, and Nuevo Lardeo, Mexico. Rogers received merit
awards for attendance, science,
humanities and math.
Nikki Pierceall, a 2007
graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded the
Hope. Endeavor and Achievement Scholarship to attend Murray State University.
The scholarship is available
to all students who meet specific guidelines.
Pierceall is the daughter of
James Pierceall and Sharon
Pierceall, both of Murray.
She will be majoring in
music education at Murray
State.
While in high school,
Pierceall was a member of the
marching, pep, jazz and symphonic bands, Key Club, Spanish Club and Latin Club. She
was a member of the colorguard for InterM1X Performance Groups and DCI Southwind in Lexington. Pierceall
was a member of the All-District Band, All-State Band and
the Quad State Band. She
received the Distinguished
Musician Award in 2007 and
was voted Most Talented by
her senior class.
Casey Parker-Bell, a 2007
graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded the
Rotary Club of Murray/Max
B. Hurt Memorial Scholarship
to attend Murray State University.
The scholarship is awarded
to incoming freshmen that are
residents of Calloway County
based on high character, strong
leadership and civic interest.
Recommendation must be given
from the student's guidance
counselor or principal. The student must be enrolled full-time
and must maintain at least a
3.0 GPA.
Parker-Bell is the son of Gerald Bell and Terry Parker-Bell
of Murray.
While in high school. Parker-Bell was a member of the
basketball and baseball teams
and Future Business Leaders
of America. He was recognized for his academic achievements by Who's Who Among
American High School Students
and was named Mr. Murray
High Court in 2007.
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Suicide bomber strikes as U.S.
starts up new Iraqi operation
BAGHDAD (AP) — A suicide truck bomber struck a
strategic
bridge
outside
Baghdad on Tuesday, sending
cars plunging into the nvcr and
killing at least 10 people in the
second attack on the span in
three months, police said
The _attack came as 16,000
US. and Iraqi troops began a
new operation north of the Iraqi
capital targeting insurgents who
have fled 4 crackdown in the
restive city of Baqouba. the milnary said Tuesday.
The 'Minus Dijla bndge in
Taji. a town near a U.S. air base
some 12 miles nolth of the capi----ial-came uncial attack around
noon. police said. giving the
casualty toll
The bridge, which stretched
&CMS% a canal on the main highway that links Baghdad with the
northern city of Mosul, was
bombed three months ago and
only one lane had reopened.
according to the police °Metals,
who spoke on condition of
anonymity because they were
not authorized to release the
information.
AP
The attacker detonated his
Iraqi policemen comfort an injured comrade after three roadside bombs injured four police
and
payload after going through an
Six civilians in Kirkuk. 180 miles north of Baghdad. Iraq today
Iraqi army checkpoint about 4t)
operations.
-We are not drawing down in
yards away from the span.
TURKEY
o loons
"Our main goal
with liatiouba at all, in fact, we are in
fFnio
which was desastated, accordtareveh,
o 10051,1
Lightning Hammer is to elimi- the build and hold portion of the
tArkt. pion= Mosul
ing to the officials
qs.
nate
the terronst organizations operation there." he said.
A number of cars plunged
)RAN
.
"
SYRIA'
.. and show them that they truly
The military has claimed sucinto the canal, which links the
Baghdad
have no safe haven -- especial- cess in quelling the violence in
Tigris and the Euphrates nvers,
'
ly in Diyela,- he said in a state- the city, 35 miles northeast of
and rescue efforts were under
ment.
Baghdad, as well as in the capiway, the officials said.
x plOsIon
IRAQ 7*
The military did not immedi- tal. but it also acknowledges that
U.S. and Iraqi troops corKuwart City
ately provide results from the Shiite and Sunni extremists fled
SAUDI
doned off the area to evacuate
ARABIA
operation because it was In the to outlying areas where attacks
the wounded, the military said
KUWAIT
beginning stages.
have been increasing.
"TIC U S and Iraq operation SOURCE ESN
AP
farther north of the capital, Shiite militia fighters
nationSpokesman Lt. Col. Michael
On Monday. three U.S. soldubbed Operation Lightning wide
Donnelly said the effort would diers were killed in an explosion
Hammer. began late Monday
not interrupt operations in near their vehicle in the northwith an an assault And was part
Mai Gen Benjamin Nixon.
of a broader
S
push commander of US.forces in Baqouha. where U.S. forces western province of Ninevah,
have flushed out al-Qaide and while another American soldier
announced Monday to build on northern Iraq. said
the troops Shine
rt; lttn kvliD Taad
successes in Baghdad and sur•
dllrtng fighting in Baghdad.
were pursuing al-Qaida cells
fomenter-T. viiiral civil Vial Abe military said in separate
rounding areas by targeting al- that had been
disrupted and
there
statements
Qaida in Iraq and Iranian allied tooc rd into hiding
hy pres mu.
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Polly Pocket, Batman
magnets prompt new
Chinese-made toy recall
WASHINGTON (AP)
.
—
Toy-making giant Mattel Inc.
issued recalls today for millions
of Chinese-made toys that contain magnets that can be swallowed by children or could have
lead paint.
The recall includes 7.3 million play sets, including Polly
Pocket dolls and Batman action
figures. and 1.5 million die cast
cars that contain lead paint.
The Polly Pocket and Batman
recalls were announced on the
company's Web site. The recall
of lead-painted cars was
announced at a mid-morning
news conference by the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission in Washington.
A new Mattel action would
f mark the latest in a string of
recalled products from China.
ranging from faulty tires to tainted toothpaste. With more than
80 percent of toys sold worldwide made in China, toy sellers
are nervous that shoppers will
shy away from their products.
On Aug. I, Mattel's FisherPrice division announced the
worldwide recall of 1.5 million
Chinese-made preschool toys
featuring characters such as
Dora the Explorer, Big Bird and
Elmo. About 967,01Y of those
toys were sold in the United
States between May and August.
Mattel, based in El Segundo,
Calif., apologized to customers
for that recall and said the move
would cut pretax operating
income by $30 million. FisherPrice "fast-tracked" the recall,
which allowed the company to
quarantine two-thirds of the
tainted toys before they reached
store shelves.
In documents filed Aug. 3
with
the
Securities and
Exchange Commission, Mattel
noted that additional information became available in July on
"other smaller product recalls
and similar charges were recorded.- Those recalls involved
design problems, according to
company officials questioned
last week.
Mattel officials have maintained that a European retailer
discovered the lead in some of
the lead-covered Fisher-Price

products in early July. On July 6,
the company halted operations
at the factory in China that produced the toys and launched an
investigation.
Days after the Fisher-Price
recall, Chinese officials temporarily banned the toys' manufacturer, Lee Der Industrial Co.,
from exporting products. A Lee
Der co-owner, Cheung Shuhung, committed suicide at a
warehouse over the weekend,
apparently by hanging himself, a
state-run newspaper reported.
Lee Der was under pressure
in the global controversy over
the safety of Chinese-made
products, and it is common for
disgraced officials to commit
suicide in China.
After Mattel announced the
recall of its Fisher-Price toys, it
launched a full-scale investigation into all of its factories in
China, sending a team headed
by Jim Walter, Mattel senior
vice president of worldwide
quality assurance, to meet with
suppliers there. Such stepped up
controls could have led to the
latest lead paint discovery,
according to one source who
wanted to remain anonymous
because of the sensitivity of the
issue.
The toy industry has been
jolted by a senes of recalls this
year, but the Fisher-Price recall
is considered the most damaging.
to the industry's credibility
because it involved the largest
toy maker and involved popular
Nickelodeon and Sesame Street
characters.
In June, toy maker RC2
Corp. voluntarily recalled 1.5
million wooden railroad toys
and set parts from its Thomas &
Friends Wooden Railway product line. The company said that
the surface paint on certain toys
and parts made in China
between January 2005 and April
2006 contain lead, affecting 26
components and 23 retailers.
In July, Hasbro Inc. recalled
Chinese-made Easy Bake ovens,
marking the second time the
iconic toy had been recalled this
year.
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Lady Tigers roar
out to 3-0 start
MHS BEATS FULTON
COUNTY IN STRAIGHT SETS
Staff Roped-.'
Murray High's Lady Tiger volleyball team improved
to a perfect 3-0 on Monday with a two-set victory
over visiting Fulton County at Tiger Gymnasium.
The Lady Tigers claimed the match by scores of
25-13 and 25-8.
Leah Dieleman and Caitlin Herrington has three kills
apiece, while Lauren Dieleman tallied eight assists to
lead the Murray attack. Christin Gong and Jamie Courtney had one kill apiece, while Herrington added the
only block of the night for MHS.
Gong led the Lady Tigers in aces with 12, while
Courtney recorded five. Three others had one apiece.
Abby Dowdy led the squad in digs with two. Gong
and Leah Dieleman added one each. Dieleman also
had a team-high 12 complete passes.
Murray returns to the court on Thursday, when it
travels to Ballard Memorial for a 7:15 p.m. match.
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Tigers finish last
in triangular
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SMITH LEADS MHS WITH 43
Staff Report
The Murray High boys' golf team competed in a
tri-match with Mayfield and Carlisle County on Monday at Dogwood Country Club.
The Tigers finished third with a team score of 179.
Carlisle won the match with a 163, while Mayfield
turned in a 170.
Jordan Smith paced Murray with a 43, while Keaton
Tate and Jay Roth each carded a 45. Zack Newsome
followed with a 46 to round out the Tiger contigent.
Mayfield's Zack Choate earned medalisrhonors with
a 36.
There was no girls' competition held on Monday.
Weather permitting, the Tigers were scheduled to
face Marshall County and Carlisle County today at
Benton Country Club.
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Sunday
Surprise?
TIGER TAKES THE SUSPENSE
OUT OF EVERYTHING
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Murray State wide receiver Antoinne Lightfoot makes a move on Racer offensive coordinator Mickey Fein during preseason practice Monday morning at the practice fields in front of Roy Stewart Stadium.

RACERS REACH HOMESTRETCH OF PRACTICE SCHEDULE

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Murray State sophomore running back Charlie Jordan
moves around pads in drills Monday morning as Josh
Jones. a sophomore running back, looks on.

By MSU Media Relations
The Murray State football team held its third two-a-day practice of the preseason on Monday, working out for around 90
minutes yesterday morning on the practice field before a 3:35
p.m. session in full pads at Roy Stewart Stadium that lasted a
little over an hour.
Offensively, the quarterbacks worked with the receivers and
tight ends on stop-and-go routes. The receivers worked on a
drill where they had to catch two balls thrown in any location
at a quick pace.
Defensively, the cornerbacks worked on quick footwork, driving forward before dropping back into coverage. The defensive
line, meanwhile, worked with assistant coach Johnny Jernigan
on recovering the football after a botched snap.
At the conclusion of the afternoon practice, head coach Matt
Gnffin emphasized game situations, holding brief scrimmages to
simulate different situations. Griffin's stopwatch served as the
play clock, and each "bead coach" (offensive coordinator Mickey Fein and defensive coordinator Rich Nagy) was allowed one
timeout for each game situation, with the option to accept or
decline penalties called by Griffin.
The first game situation pitted the offense deep in its own
territory, starting at the 2-yard line. The offense's objective was
to march downfield and score. The defense's objective was to
secure a safety.
The offense found its touch on the third rep, when running
back Paul McKinnis broke off a run of 25 yards before catching a screen pass for 40 yards on the next play. After a few
defensive stops — including a pass break-up by defensive end
Austen Lane on third-and-9 — quarterback Chris Franklin found
receiver Rod Harper on a 33-yard fade route for a touchdown.
The next game situation placed the ball on the offense's 29yara line, with the offense down by six points. On the first
rep. Franklin found Harper for a 15-yard pass for a first down.
The next play was a 30-yard pass from Franklin in which Harper tipped the hall to himself with his right hand before coming down with the pass.
The defense then got stingy and held the offense for the next
two plays, forcing a third-and-10 play. where Franklin found
receiver Lee McGinnis in the corner of the end zone for a 26yard scoring pass for a tic score. The PAT by Tyler Weiss was
good, giving the victory to the offense.
II Soo RACERS,25

By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
TULSA, Okla. (AP) — The stars were aligned for
Tiger Woods to win the final major of the year.
So were the flags.
It's not like Woods needed any help at the PGA
Championship. He had a three-shot lead going into the
final round and a history of never losing any tournament when the margin was more than one.
But as he rapped the last of his practice putts Sunday. his Kiwi caddie noticed the flags atop the bleachers that represented the countries of every player at
•See TIGER,2B

JEFF ROBERSON
Tiger Woods holds up the Wanamaker Trophy
after winning the 89th PGA Golf Championship at
the Southern Hills Country Club in Tulsa, Okla.,
Sunday. Tiger won his 13th major tournament with
an 8-under-par.
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Southern Hills. They had been
fluttering in the breeze, then
suddenly went limp except for
two of them.
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any better than we can!
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MSU to begin year-long
study on athletics program
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•Racers

This Seminar Will Provide
Valuable Information On:

Henry County
Nfed ical Center

Going for the green

Board Certified

731-644-F1ND (3463)
or 1-800-246-25wi.

t

SportsBriefs
Or on the web at
www.hcmc-tn.org

Seating is limited!
_
Elflike Chandler
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HENRY COUNTY
MEDICAL CENTER

301 Tyson Ave. • Paris, TN 38242
731-642-1220
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•Due to the extreme heat prodded this week dedsion has been
made to hoed Fridays verily foolbell•Mboree st tyro dlierent venues.
Trigg County and Graves County will play al Graves County High
School. while Heath and Calloway County will play at Jack Rose
Stadium
The start time for the Callovray-Heatt game had not been set as of
Dress time today
•Calloway County High School *ill host its annual 'Meet the
Laken" event on Thursday. Aug 23 at 8 30 p m at Jack Rose Stadium
The event MI introduce both the high school and middle school football teems as well as the cheeneading and volleyball squads and the
band
Hamburgers and hot dogs will be served at 5 30 AI coaches, footcittree Tickets tor parents and
ball players and band members Mill
Touchdown Club MI be sellother guests all be $S apsece The
ing membership& t-shins, and other Laker merchandise The public is
Invited to attend
• The Murray High School Ouarleitsick Club will host the 2037
Tiger Foolball Kickoff ever* on Thursday at Ty Holland Stadium
The middle school and high school learns will be introduced at 6
p m., tollowed by the Tigers scrimmage venue Paducah Tilghman st 7
Admission is free
Fens may purchase t shorts Ouarterbeck Club memberships and
Tiger Walk bricks as well as season tickets and perking passes
f

EVENTS
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown

or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Comnuasion will hold a public
hearing on Tuesday. August 21, 2007 at 5:00 p.m. in
the council chambers of City Hall located at 104 N
5th Street to review an application by Paul Garland
for a storage unit Planned Development Project to
be located behind the Murray Business Center at
1900 North 12th Street
Plana for this project are on file in the office of
Planning and Engineering and may be reviewed
between 7 30 a m and 4 30 p m. Monday through
Friday before the hearing date All interested per
sons are invited to attend and particiapate In this
meeting
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DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
im our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the )obnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
A: Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ph listings. Thank you.

EARN

Extra Cash Ideal for individuals
with service/retail or
Telemarketing/Fundral
sing
experience
Evening Shift. Call
759-2485 for more
Info.
ENTHUSIASTIC perchairside
sonable
assistant for orthodontic office. Travel to
Murray, Mayfield, and
Paducah. Fax resume
to 270-554-2019

FT/PT office worker for
optometry
office.
Flexible hours, no
weekends Inquiries:
please apply at 106
North
6th
Street,
Murray, KY.
FULL-TIME positions
as residential providers
available for communiresidential
ty-based
program for developmentally
disabled
adults. Our company
offers venous shifts but
all openings are nights
and weekend shifts
We offer opportunity for
A child needs you'
advancement, excelparfoster
Become a
lent benefits including
ent, up to $36/day paid training, 401K,
WKUMFS
medical/dental insur270-443-9004
ance, paid holidays,
vacation and sick
of
BRITTHAVEN
leave. Please apply in
Benton is currently
person at Community
accepting applications
Alternatives
of
for the following posiKentucky. 102 Caky
trons Certified Nursing
Dnve, Benton, KY.
Assistants
We offer
HELP WANTED
competitive wages and
Part/Full time 3 shifts
an excellent benefit
deity 7 days a w•ek.
Package APS* In Per$91-sr after paid
son at Britthaven of
training + Berients
Benton 2607 Main
Contact us now!
641S
Hwy
Street
1-808-974-J065 or
Benton, KY 42025
aisval8MM741obs4xwn
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
wanted.
HELP
PLEASE
CALLS
repair
Maintenance
DO you love worldng person
needed to
with kids?
maintain 30 group
Wee Care Enterpnses homes
Must have
may be fust the place knowledge of general
for you! Full time and maintenance
minor
part time positions electrical. minor plumbavailable
rig, some carpentry.
APO/
Must have a minimum
Martial Arts America
of two years back1413 Olive Blvd
ground in maintenance
Murray, KY 42071
repair Bring qualifica(270)753-6111
tions to Community
Alternatives at 102
Telecornmunicebons
CAKY ()nye. Benton.
company has tannKY 170-527-2255. You
ings tor kid %ohnemust apply in person to
dens. Saran asleiy
be considered for tuts
hour
$9-10 adios an
opening We offer a
No espenence neces- wide range of benefits
sary Some out or town to our employees
Vowel required. Must
including vacation, ho
be dres Inge vita a
day pay. medical insurveld dryers license
ance, dental insurance,
to
270-753-1902
Call
others.
or
interview
set up an
he Place to Start
tax MOW* 10 270
753-1909
Murray Ledger & Tames

Help WINK

ty4ebasto
Webasto Roof Systems, Inc., the largest
sunroof supplier to the Automotive Industry is
seeking an Electrical Maintenance Multi-Craft
Technician for 3rd shift

If further information is needed, please contact the
Murray Planning Department at 762-0330
Richard Vanover, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
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Help Wanted

.111 esculloit

High School diploma or equivalent required
Two (2) year Associate Degree in
ElectricaVElectronic field or Five (5) years
expenence in related field
Prefer Journey man license
Mechanical / Welding / pneumatics knowledge
a plus
Allen Bradley PLC, RSLogic and Computer
skills a plus
Knowledge of OSHA / NEC regulations
We offer a competitive salary/benefits
package.
For immediate consideration,
please send resume to.

Interested applicants nmst apph
resume irnly: intersiens will be
granted to qualified applicants
kFTER resumes are resiessed.
Absolutely no on-the-spot
inters less swill be conducted.

Webasto Roof Systems, Inc..
Attn: Human Resources
and position applying for,
3500 US Hwy 641 North, Murray, KY 42071
EOE

NO PHONE CALLS PI EASE
Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box I040-Z
Murray. KY 42071
r
\I1

DIRECTOR OF
ACTIVITIES
Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking a Director of our Activities
Department. The Director is responsible
for the development, implementation, and
ongoing evaluation of the Activities programs in accordance with State and
Federal guidelines. Also directs the scheduling of individual and group activities.
Director reports to the Administrator.
Interested candidates must have completed the Training program approved by the
State of Tennessee. Two years prior experience required.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package Including health, vision, dental,
and retirement. Interested candidates
should send a resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-6448472
cow en@ hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

Community Youth Services is now hiring
for part-time/PRN youth workers to work
in our residential treatment facilities.

Candidates must be dependable and a caring individual to provide behavior management to at risk teens. Candidates must
have reliable transportation.
Minimum Requirements. High School
diploma/GED. I year experience in childcare or MRDD, 21 years of age.
Candidates must be able to pass all background checks. Applications May be
picked up at 78 CAKY Drive, Benton. KY,
42025. Phone: 270-527-8388. Deadline
for applications is August 20, 2007.
EOFJM/F/DN

NOW
p;74'ff
. ra HIRING
FT and PT positions
We offer great pay. flex' ble hours, paid vacation and medical in

Stop by today and fill out an application

A116

We are looking for a

motivated energetic
person to train for
pl
i
f
i
ari
t
11anagement Position.
Great pay, 40Ik, paid
vacation and insurance options.
Starting pay Is Sli/hr. Stop by our
Murray location and fill out an
application toda,.
.2,2i1

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.

Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary' will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-1
Murray, KY 42071

r

iggili
Nsto Wooed

IMMEDIATE need to
experienced carpet lay
ers helper Apply at Joe
Smith Carpet
753-6660

INSIDE
Sales
Representative. Pella
Window and Door is in
need of entry level
Inside Sales Rep.
Position involves initiating the sales process
through
product
demonstrations, tech.
assist, for walk in customer, prepanng customer for outside sales
team contad and general office
duties.
Individual must be
energetic, an excellent
communicator,
well
organized. and have
strong computer skills_
Construction/building
products knowledge
helpful
but
not
required. Please e-mail
or fax cover letter,
resume and salary
requirements
to:
iob0 pelladoectcom
336-346-3864
hiring
now
KFC
cashiers, cooks. and
shift leaders Must be
available for all shifts.
Apply in person 205 N
12th St.
Delivery
LOCAL
Needed.
Drivers
Three part/full time
available
positions
immediately Use own
vehicle Cash paid
weekly. Call 759-2485
for more Information.
NATIONAL CALL
CENTER EXPANDING
Several new positions
available Earn $7-$16
per hour No selling
Training provided If
you have a pleasant
voids, good communication skills, and are
dependable. call 7594958
Motor
UNIVERSITY
seeking
Company
motivated, nDsponsible.
career oriented lullsales person. Also
seeking
pan time
detail/cleanup person
Apr* in person 800
Chestnut St., Murray,
KY Ask for Steve
Brooker

060
help %WOW
Dose
PULMO
Pharmacy is now hiring
for
a
Full-Time
Warehouse
Lead.
The Warehouse Lead
is responsible for
assisting in maintaining
facility
equipment,
shipping, receiving and
responsibilities as necessary per Warehouse
Manager's delegation.
Experience in mainteand
nance
shipping/receiving is
required. Ability to multitask and manage time
will be qualities of our
successful candidate.
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
now
hiring
is
certified/licensed
Respiratory
Therapists and RNs to
loin our clinical team
RTs are responsible for
providing telephonic
support regarding res
piratory
equipment/supplies
within their clinical
expertise and education to field staff, referral sources, patients
care-givers
and
Schedule may include
nights and/or weekends.
All positions' require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or GED
equivalent.
Please
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Dnve Murray, KY
Or
email
to
elizabeth_cain0rotech.
corn. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
NEEDED immediately
person needed for local
work installing stucco
Great weekly pay. Only
experienced
people
need to call (812)7018225. ask for Howard
PART time LPN position available in medical office 3-4 days per
week. No weekends
Please send resume
with references to PO
Box 463, Murray. KY
42071

SUBSCRIBE
753-1916

1BR, all appliances furUniversity
nished,
Heights Subdivision.
No pets. Deposit,
$325/month. 753-4937
or 753-1951

We make house calls at
no extra charge!
Various Computing Services.

1BR, various locations.
$200-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898

SPECIAL RATE: ONLY $35/bil
Call 270-205-9490 or see
www.lestercomputerrepaircom
060

Map Woad
LOOKING for a parttime job???
Personal
Care
AaalatanLwanlitti.
Female MSU student in
wheelchair looking for
part-time
Personal
Care Attendant to work
weekday
mornings.
some evenings and
weekends. Will work an
average of 18 hotv •
per week. Hourly rate
$10 per hour. Duties
include assistance with
shower,
dressing.
errands. etc Must be
flexible and have clean
driving record. Will train
right person. Please
send resume to: PCA,
P.O.
Box
23267,
Owensboro, KY 42304
or
email
sisharp0yahoo.com
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
phone calls.

Ankles
For Sais
REX'S worm farms has
wax worms year round.
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd.
Murray-KY 42071
(270)436-2189
WANTED: Responsible
party to take on small
monthly payments on
High Definition Big
Screen TV. 1-800-398.3970

Calloway County
•ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

KENMORE
washer
Whirlpool dryer. White,
runs great, $50 each.
436-2799
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

On the Square Murray

(270)7531713
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses. I have
20 years experience.
270-759-9553
I will do babysming in
my home. 436-2049
RETIRED certified aid
will sit, do light housekeeping or run errands
for the elderly or sick.
References. 293-2735,
489-2034

Computer
J
Connection
403 Sycamore -752-0438
computer Seate/SaNee
fislavOing Services
tier PairS Leskft '
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5236
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
G000 used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
‘‘ %NI III lit 11
It Nib: l'1114%
•Primipt
k-up
as aillitilx
Ylle.4 prices
ha.% St It)PARTS
753-$500

Articiss
Forli.
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

PLAYSTAT1ON 1 a

2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Greet
Pncesr 753-0530

WASHER & Dryer,
$225-$250 753-4109
270
Mobile Homes For Ss*
"OWNER Serious,
Price reduced
from mid-sixtes to
below forty.
8 tenths of an acre, 2
mobile homes,
and large garage building in "Crossland".
Olive Branch Auction &
Realty
Call Mike Conley
270.293.3232"
OWNER
FINANCE
98 3BR 2BA $5,000
down $645 month. 1
acre. 72 Sundance
753-1011
1998 Clayton mobile
home, 3BR, 28A, 200
amp,ex-cond., must be
moved. Kirksey, KY
$18,000
270-293-7090
2001 Fleetwood 16x80
38R 2BA, extra nice
270-489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS/ Zero down! Your
land or family land
731-584-4926 Ends
August 15

SMALL 28R
753-6012

$225

2BR duplex, nice,
C/I-1/A, appliances furnished. Vanous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU. C/H/A,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR townhome 1.5BA,
appliances including
washer and dryer, 2 car
garage. $695 rent plus
deposit, 1 year lease,
no pets. 293-3904
1401 Diuguid Dr.
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
EXTREMELY nice
2BR, 2BA apt. spacious living & kitchen
area, located in a great
neighborhood. If interested call 227-5452
LARGE 38R furnished.
C/HA, utilities paid,
2BA, washer/dryer. 1
year. lease. No pets.
References required.
1606 Miller, 270-5192699
UVE Oek Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
MCSR Holding condominiums. Please
call 767-9948.
NICE 25R duplex, carport, no pets. 2273054 753-7457
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt., water
paid, available now, no
pets. 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
5$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8888.
VERY Close to MSLI!
Affordable one bedroom apartment Ind.
basic kitchen appliances and covered
picnic area. Starting 0
$295/mo. 227-4654
Houses For Rent

Mobile Hams Lots For Rent
$110 per month. Newe
homes only 492-8488
320
Apsoments For Rent
1 OR 2br aptS. near
iowntown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
BR near MSU, other
k >cations available.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898

2, 3 & 4/311 houses
Lease
&
deposi
required. 753-4109
2BR 1.5BA, C/H/A.
Garbage pick-up, water
& appliances furnished
References, no pets.
$425
plus
lease.
deposit. 753-1059
3BR house C/H/A
washer/dryer, near university.1 2BR apts
753-1252 753-0606

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
0

-Jo*•werawiell$1111111111181Mi
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Cornerstone Realty & Rental

ms Fer are

530

Calhoon Construction, LLC

Featured Listings!

38R 1BA C/HrA, all
appeances. $475
Brand new 38R 28* in
Hazel. CAVA. all now
aPpiiences, $525
References. deposit.
lease No pets 7531060
38R. 1-1/2EIA house 4
rni iverte of town Large
yard, Quiet nsughbor hood
$650/mo •
deposit References
No pets 436-5927
311R. 2 bath home on
Wei with private dock
$000 month 759-9046
431.-5258
-EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3 bedroom 2 bath
horns with family room
2 car garage large
tenced yard attic stor
age all appliances
Located
in
Oaks
Country Club Golf
Course
community
5900mo
(2701759
5811` it (270)293.7085

AA F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753 7668

J&I, RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
NIP% renting
bk.itcd it 1) S 46 Si

All Real Estate adv.,
Wed in the newspaper
Is subiect to ttlf.
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference. limitation.
Or discriminabon based
on rag, C010r,
sex, or national origin.
Draft intention to make
any such preference
limaation. or discromi
nation This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
lot real estate Mush is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis

Ow.

MURRAY- Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Inside climate control
stfata420
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
*We rent U Hauls
753 9600
Pee._ For Awl

I

liCal
latis Remits

DEAL FELL THRU!
LAKEFRONT
1* AC - $76,410
Deal fell thru due to
bad creole Opportunity
to own fabulous lakefront on PreTIOf recreational lake in KY Was
$84 900 Excellent
financing Call now 1
615-515-5550 x 1409

1 to 295 acres West
Calloway
Owner
financing
489-2116
leave message
16
acres
on
Backusburg
Road,
Kirksey
489-2994.
(270)831-0419
460
Iimes Fs Ids
OWNER
FINANCING*"
405 S 5th St 3BR
r0r1 down
IBA $1,
$450
2i22

Office Space
Economical single fur
nished offices tor base
with common board
room CENTURY
21 ask for Loretta
753 1492

AKC Golden Retrieve
puppies Parents on
premises $300
270- 395 8396
DOG Obedience
436 2855
VEMALE--tiug ckt
Registered. fawn wr
black markings $150
469-2474
REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
pupa
Black male.
!amidst
and liver
himaie Vet checked
shots wormed, tails
docked $500 293
1482
Si41H--Ti3l
puppies
AKC CKC. dew claws
removed,
shots
wormed,
male
&
female $300. $354)
270-251-0310 after It
AM

110 ASII sI .

men*

# I.

Priced right foe
homy ow rental
property in th•
hiss lir..
Set. tug 1111h
it MIASI- :110P•11
1625 College Farm
3811 28* (remodeled),
utility with tile floors
Formal dining, hardwood hoofs new roof.
new garage door, new
gas logs CR4/A. 3
years
old
Own•i..Realtor
$114.900
(270)293-1400
1710 Magnolia Orive,
4-BR, 3-BA. LR OR.
eat-in kitchen. recreation room Wel maintained 227-5414
BRICK 30R. 26k
approx 1.600 sq -ft
61 West Carve
$116.000 12701227,
7356
FOR stile by owner or
rent wow to buy
Lovely 4,600 aid ft 2
bedroom brick house in
the country, low down
payment $738 month
rent Pnced at $1358
270-3762154, 270618-40443
FS110 Gatesbor ough
51-level 03R 3I3A inground
pool
$250000 293-2418
1\1 \Ai
III III ILI I II 1'

WHEAT straw $3 per
bale
270 641 160f
mobile number

wists
,
ertv suits rt.. Ism

f-i
Sat
9AM 1PM. Sun IP144
WANT
to
Buy sPm F SI30 1.900
Comenercialrmedicai 1114:1n brick horn& 4
becla bath. woe mite
budding Prefer con
kitchen Irving room
erect tor deed.
eventizect tarnily morn
Ale A3f:Yisfwilireptace and builtMS.
Murray
and
Calloway
County
*book leeched 2 oar
wage
workshop.
,pricious
fenced-in
backyard
1609
Catalina
Drive
11146.000 976.1026
CjO r k

t iouSil

Check us out on the Web!
NEON BEACH
MIN1-STORAGE
*All S120

Units

Available
'Now Have
Climate Conti*

753-31153

DK)HANDYMAN
We do ii the odd Kobe
you don't have time
tor.
Painting, siding, roots.
decks
293-5438

1358 Watson Rd.. 't SR. 2.5 BA.
1780 Sy.Ft.. 15 Acre Farm'
$155,000 MLSe 40416
48211 Hwy 121 North. 3 BR. 2 BA,
1510 Sq.F1 , Great Hardwood Hours'
$114,900• WS/404S9

FREE

Call Bonnie Byerly with

'ornerstone Realty & Rental LL('

•

i 761-SELL I for more information
on thcse properties.

&Mrs
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

MCKINNEY INS.
INN.5TH STREET

L. ..1.141i
rafehlocri
vftewW.IseeI
Mortal Mows
4.e.trato

TRAVIS
ASPI I 'dl

I
K
.
ttl'siN 1141A 11,

\i‘NAGIAIIAT

08 Yamaha Stratoliner
S-yr warranty. new seal_
BACKHOE
& luggage rack. 2.500
TRUCKING
mites. among $11.500
ROY KILL
after 4 00prn 759-0992
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
'03 Kawasaki KX125
436-2113
dirt bike Looks great
nets excellent 61100 'Doom work & Track
hoe
000.(7311336-5779
NADEAU'S
Coneassellen
tooting <lecke
i.Vinyl siding 'Al
Horne Improvements
(270)976-2111
Licensed/Insured

14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20

Attention
Tobacco Farmers
Irrigation service
avaAable
Call
(270)293-7109

Z(4143. 22" `1144

Rill Electric

General Contracting

Silux 1986
24 mutt eitiemCit
Res Com , & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All sobs - big or small

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,

753-9562

Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

THE Murray Ledger
Times
considers
as
sources reliable Out inar.
cuiactin
oo
uccur
Roarters using Ihrs inkx
motion do so at Mee own
flak AJthough persons anti
companies
mentioned
heron are baleireacl to to
reputable. The Murray
umaer & Timm nor any of
ei employees accept any
espolleibilop whatsoever
tor etek aollseles
TRENCHING
731.782-3951
731-336-5288

It. I

270-753-2279

11111
MOM.

HOUSE wash special
$8900 up to 1.500 sq
ft Sidewalk included
Lic & Insured
270)978 1772

JOE'S JOBS
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
.
Tnmming.
removal.
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

Oared

USED TIRES

keep

corEN IUH ,
OFFICE or retail sewn
armlet*, Pnrne
lion 753 2905
293-1480

6611 Green Ptah) ltd., 3 BR.(BA.
1350 Sgt.( , Completely Iternudeted'
$79.900• MIS #40458

753-3500

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

['tomb

Murray Ledger & I lines

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

Lee's Carpet Cleaning
August Special!!!
$

CONSTIRUC110N
Specializing in poured
,onsiete basements
I kensed & lnsareti

119.00!

Rem alivir se is was of cleaning
Tam* Owned and Operated
Serving Catlowey County For 35 Years"

VT

\las lug I %pert,
1,n Al I Wig Distatl•••
• .N14 I 1.01.1., a 1/11•1),1,,
ree

5 areas cleaned and
deodorized

1-6"t Nr"

(27111753-5827

519-2713
HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting. concrete. carpentry, and masonry
work Home 731-2475359 or Cell 731-2345933
HAVE mop will travel
is now at 78 Peyton
Lane Alm and the
new phone number is
873-8186 Listed
underTabitha DeVnes

PURCPULSE Area
Hypnosis
Learn Relaxation
Relieve PTSD and
Anxiety
(270)436-5927
SNOWS Alternator &
Starter Service
Repair, rebuild - reasonable prices Call
731-642-6939
654
Hobby Ad, Pans. TN
38242

V/ILDUFE
Food Plot
Consultants.iDeer mid Turkey
*Custom planting
*Soil testing
•Uming and Fertilizing
'Spraying
*Bedding area Design
arid Construction
*Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
4e6-8950/evenings

Lifetime glass breakage warranty on
vinyl replacement

windows by:
RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899

"

mounted

Call 753-5606

2006
Kai
Amanti.
loaded. 18 000 miles.
$14900 OBO Also
1994 rnotomorne 7531078. 752-0448
2000 Grand Pnx
98.000 miles exceilent
condition Take over
payments Cali
293-6517 or 489-2863
1996 Goo Metro
71,000 miles $1000
Cell(270)9747003

2007 GMC classic cab
10,000 miles, S16.100
492-6205
2000 Ford F550 truck
with 14 Supreme box
bed V10 engine, kite
new, I owner 4 OM
actual miles, garage
kept 753-6660 or
978-0402
&Nears
MUST see. 1903 Laser
19 pleasure boat with
1989 it sriP engine
$1.400 000 753-0324
.88
--eisyliner Capri
Runabout with traitor
Needs IWICIOf work
Great deal $aso
753-2961

ldesel
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mosinee, Manicuring
& Landsc ape%
...Jargon guaranteed
Cal 753-1816
or TZ7-11611
TOUR AD
COULD IR
HERE FOR
ONLY 973.00
A MONTH
CALL 7534/16
436-2067 UwrOs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal MC Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
'tint' & tree work
A-1 Joe's Mower
MINN pliCk-UP. deitysty. 436-2087

a:ISIUrn-pilimervat
Fully insured
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
Al types of carpentry
adons, decks
Houk% clean up iunk
Garage yards.
buildings
Prompt dePonloos
Free toattinillaS
36 yis experience
Anytime 753-9210

AAt
SERVICE I PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
750-55.34
Chuck Van Buren

%sill 11 I

Iihihiil Rim.
l'a%ing
759-115111
--1.011$37
CirAS
dee
Service Al external
deanery WV, Mmes.
sec (270)627-7131

NASA considering repair methods
lIflt S ION (API
It astronauts have to venture into the
IiOld of space to fix a deep gash
Ion the shuttle Endeavour's belly.
they 'II get plenty of help from a
team of experts assembled to
help pick and perfect the hest
repair technique
-NASA has put together the
team of engineers. astronauts
and spacewalk gurus a.) other
specialists scrambled to determine whether the crew needed
to fix the gouge to avoid extensive post-flight repairs. A decision
was
expected
by
Wednesday.
Me gouge is relatively small
3 1/2 inches by 2 inches and the damage is benign
enough for Endeavour to fly
setely home But part of it penetrates through the protective
thermal tiles, leaving just a thin
layer of coated felt over the
space shuttle's aluminum frame
to keep out the more than 2.000degree heat of re-entry Fixing
any resulting structural damage
could he expensive and timeconsuming
To patch the. gouge. spacewalking astronauts would have
to perch on the end of the shutties 1(11-foot robotic MTh and
extension boom, he maneuvered
under the spececraft. apply prolektive black paint and then
squirt in a ...toll,. like plop
Mission Control told the
crew late Monday that officials
had ruled out a third repair technique involving J protective
plate that could he screwed over
the damage
All three techniques were
des eloped
following
Columbia's catastrophic re.
entry. and NASA has never
attempted this type of repair on
an orbiting shuttle Only the
black paint has been tested in

Spacewalk for tile repairs under review
44r 3 5 in

•••"

•
•

space.
Astronauts Rick Mastracchio
and Dave Williams have trained
extensively on the ground and
could perform any necessary
repairs during the mission's
fourth spacewalk. which is set
for Enda), but may be pushed
back to Saturday. NASA managers are also considering
extending the mission beyond
14 days to complete the repairs.
it needed.
The astronauts' last tilerepair class was just three or
four weeks before launch.
"I think that regardless of
what repair method is chosen
over the next day or so. we
could execute it if required."
said John Shannon, chairman of
the mission management team.
Covering the exposed white
coated felt with black protective
paint would keep heat from
building up in the cavity.

sal .
For extra heat protection, the
astronauts could also squirt in
the caulk-like goop from a tank
attached to their spacesuit's
backpack. In that case, they
would apply the paint first to
make sure the goop stuck.
If the repairs are ordered.
astronauts on the ground will
practice repainng a replica of
the gouge underwater so they
can create precise instructions
for ihe spacewalkers and their
crewtnates
When an astronaut from the
shuttle Atlantis' June mission
had to staple up a thermal blanket that had peeled back during
launch, the ground crew sent
him 60 pages of instructions and
four videos. Shannon said.
Mastracchio and Williams
have already completed two
spacewalks an three days. On
Monday, they removed a 600-

Horoscope
HAPPY

BIRTHDA1

plus-pound gyroscope from the
space station's exterior that
failed last October. They
installed a new one in its place
that was carried up aboarct.•
Endeavour. The space station:
has four gyroscopes to keep it
steady and pointed in the right
direction.
Teacher-astronaut Barbara
Morgan - Cluista McAuliffe's
backup for Challenger's doomed
mission in 1986- helped mon-..
itor the spacewalk from inside .
the joined shuttle-station complex.
Today. Morgan will speak
with students in Idaho. where
she taught elementary classes
before moving to Houston in •
1998 to become the first teacher..
to train as a full-fledged astro-::
naut. A list of topics Mission
Control sent her on Monday
included questions from children about what it's like to be .
weightless, how the crew gets
clean air aboard the shuttle, and ,
what stars look like from space. .
Morgan and her crewmates
will spend the rest of Tuesday
using Endeavour's robotic arm
to help install a new storage
platform on the space station.
After pulling the platform from
the ship's cargo bay, they will :
pass it off to the station's robot-: •
ic arm for installation. A choir of children belted out
today's wake-up music: A
slightly out-of-synch but audibly enthusiastic rendition of
"Happy Birthday- for astronaut
Tracy Caldwell. She turned 38.
In the to-do list NASA sent
up to the astronauts was a note
Instructing them: "Wish Tracy a
very Happy Birthday!" In honor
of her birthday, the international
space station is scheduled to
pass a notable milestone today.
Its 50,000th orbit.

try Jacqueline Bigar
for

Vlednesday. Aug. IS. 2097:
You IllakC d difference this year
1/emonstiate your strength and
commitment with a willingness
to grow and let go of What Is no
longer working You pioneer a
new area in your life. In many
v.ays you might MIVe 11 a role
model ('ornmunicate
your
intentions Let others know how
you feel about them If you are
single. you are blazing a new
trail and are likely to meet very
different people Learn and
grow as sour •type' changes.
Through 21817. romance can
appear easily
If you are
attached, commit to a common
hotsby ot interest after the New
Year ‘'IRCi41c an push your buttons
The Stars Show the Klieg of
Day Nou'll Have: 5-DyirtaMic.
4 Positive. '-Average'. 2-So-so,
I I)tffic oh
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your willingness to transfomi and revisit situations and
issues defines the quality of your
day. if not weeks and months If
you resist. much we seem too
difficult Process and walk forward. you will have reason to
setae Tonight Gel some extra R
and R

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**et What doesn 1 resolve
itseff will become a chalterige
You have fun working with a special or respected individual
Though you might need to relinquish a comfortable role to
achieve results, it will be worthwhile Tonight Choose a favorite
person and a favorite happentrig
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You could be hardpressed to stand up to or challenge someone The smart,
long-term successful action
would be to pull back and Make
decmicets from this spot Check
out an investment designed to
make you feel more secure
Tonight Happy at home
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You are able to move
in a new direction Realize what
you want but also what it will
take to make your dowel so
Listen to your inner voice Make
sure you get what you want
Think positively Tonight Hang
out
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Your possoltanee streak
points you in a new direction
Learn to let go of a need to control through feeling more secure
This process won't happen
overnight. but taking the Oral
step is smart Listen to your
inner voice Tonight Treat yourself,

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Though you might
sense some tension. you are on
top of your game Focus on a
personal or domestic matter with
an eye to growth and change Be
the inrhator You can be sure that
in Mrs case it is easier to be the
leader rather than the follower
Tonight Whatever makes you
haPPYUSRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** Stepping back might feel
more comfortable and is dot/ride
ly
the
correct
approach
Understanding points you in a
new direction Think. reflect and
plan, but don't act The timing
might not be right just yet
Tonight Do a vanishing act
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
are** Friendship plays a
substantial role in what Occurs in
the next few days You might not
be able to have everything as
you would Ike, but teamwork
might be more important
Expenses could be out of whack
Tonight Only where people are
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee.
21)
e•** You might be far MOM
challenging than you realize
Some people might actually
back
off
or
pull
away
Understanding others' limits
could be essential A harsh reaction from sOrrie0110 might have
merit. Hold up a mirror Tonight
In the whirlwind of Me

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You ponder your choices
more carefully than in the past. The decision you made yesterday might not work today
Update your thinking, under- .
standing that everyone and
every situation changes Tonight'
Think of a getaway, if only for a.
few hours
AQUARIUS (Jan. 213-Feb. 18) .
**** Let a trusted associate •
or partner take the lead What
might have felt OK before could
be close to overwhelming now
Be willing to revamp your goals.
keeping them practical Getting
halfway there is better than not
getting there at all Tonight A
dose encounter
PISCES (Fob. 19-March 20)
***** You might want to
rethink a decision, as a partner
or several fnends could be in
your face about your choices
Knowing when enough
Is
enough could be more cntical.
than you realize Be wiling tO:
take a stand Tonight Listen to
what others would like then
decode
BORN TODAY
C0(71)0448 Jimmy Webb (148).
chef Julia Chid 0912/.
actor
Ben Affleck (1972)
Jecqueline Sigma Is on the
Internet at htto./Nrwwlacque,
linebiger.corn.

10 years ago
Peggy Billington has been
named as the new executive director of Murray-Calloway County
United Way She had served as
executive director of the Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross for the past 14 years.
Use home of Shawn and Dawn
Dunnaw ay
of Kirksey
was
destroyed by fire on Aug. 9.
Births reported include a girl
to Sue Ann and Jeremy Webb and
a boy to Sandra and Harold Givens,
Aug_ 6; a boy to Diana and Hoye
Filbeck and a girl to Patricia and
Jerry. Thomas, Aug 8
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Will
Ed Clark, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association, and Leonard Grief,
president of the association, at a
meeting held at the West Kentucky Exposition Center, Murray
State University The photo was
by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a girl
to Sandra and Larry Anderson and
girl to Lemma and Shwn Jones,
Aug. II
John tuna. principal of Murray Middle School, was the speaker at a meeting of the Murray
Lions Club.
30 years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens will leave by chartered bus on Aug. 22 for the special senior citizens' day at the
Kentucky State Fair at Louisville,
according to Verona Grogan. director.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Homer Branch.
July 13; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Clendenon. July 28: a
boy to Sgt. F. Class and Mrs.
Billy R. Robertson, Aug. 6; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. Spann.
Aug. 9.
Published is a picture of The
76ers, champions of the Calloway

County Prep League in the East
Calloway Baseball Association.The
team had a 15-0 record.
441 years ago
Published is a picture of Major
Chaplain Hugh P. Kelso having
his oak leaf cluster as lieutenant
colonel pinned to his uniform by
his wife. He is now serving in
Thailand and is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eune Kelso of Lynn
Grove.
Murray State University has
265 students registered for the intercession, a three weeks term.
Melissa Ann Sexton and George
Wallace Briscoe were married Aug.
5 at the home of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles D. Sexton. Mugray
50 years ago
Charles Byers, local vocational agriculture student, is enrolled
in the Efficient Corn Growing
Program, sponsored by Spencer
Chemical Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Mrs. Bun Crawford and Mrs.
Dewey Howard presented a study
on "A Missionary Pilgrimage Travel Logue" at a meeting of the
Women's Society of Christian Service of Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Rob Haley and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joel Jackson.
60 years ago
Three hundred and fifty 4-H
club members from 12 Western
Kentucky counties will attend the
Purchase-Tradewater 4-H Camp to
be held at Murray State College
Aug. 18-22.
Hugh McGee, soloist, accompanied by Mary Elizabeth Roberts,
pianist, presented a program at a
meeting of the Murray Lions Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
house. O.A. Adams was in charge
of the program.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Aug. 14. the
226th day of 2007. There are 139
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On Aug. 14, 1945, President
Harry Truman announced that
Japan had surrendered unconditionally. ending World War 11.
On this date:
In 1848, the Oregon Territory
was created.
In 1900, international forces,
including U.S. Marines. entered

Beijing to put down the Boxer
Rebellion, which was aimed at
purging China of foreign influence.
In 1917, China declared war
on Germany and Austria during
World War I.
In 1935, President Franklin
Roosevelt signed the Social Security Act into law.
In 1947, Pakistan became independent of British rule.
In 1969, British troops went
to Northern Ireland to intervene

To fix her leaky faucet, wife must
take wrench by the handle
DEAR ABBY: 1 am an asid
Dear Abby reader, but I must
question your answer to "Drippy's Wife" (June 4). She was
frustrated by her husband's lack
of motivation in repairing the
leaky faucets around the house.
Why didn't you tell her to get
up kind do it
herself? If
she doesn't
know how,
she
can
learn.
Now " .1
have
to
admit that as
the
"man
Dear Abby around the
house,'
I
enjoy showBy Abigail
off my
Van Buren
masculine
ability to replace leaky faucets,
unclog the drains, etc. But is
those rare moments of glaring
honesty. I face the fact that my
wife would be just as capable
as I am, if not more so, in
doing all those "manly" chores.
If something needs to be
done, just do it. What's the
worst that can happen? If the
house gets flooded, at least the
floor has been washed. -- MAN
AROUND THE HOUSE IN
TEXAS
DEAR MAN AROUND
THE HOUSE: Many readers
agreed with you. They, too, felt
"Drippy's Wife" should take the
wrench by the handle and fix
the leaky faucet herself. Read
on:
DEAR ABBY: I got the distinct impression that "Drippy's

in sectarian violence between
Protestants and Roman Catholics.
In 1973, the U.S. bombing of
Cambodia came to a halt.
In 1980, workers went on strike
at the Lenin Shipyard in Gdansk.
Poland, in a job action that resulted in the creation of the Solidarity labor movement.
In 1981, Pope John Paul 11
left a Rome hospital, three months
after being wounded in an attempt
on his life
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Wife" was more upset that her
husband didn't do projects she
decided were "HIS" than bothered by the leaking faucets. If
she did a little research, she
would find that changing a washer is fast, cheap and easy -especially since her husband "has
all the new tools." Plumbing may
not be as much fun as whining, but surely, ending a source
of marital conflict is worth 10
minutes and less than a dollar
per faucet.
Home maintenance isn't just
for men. I was widowed unexpectedly and very young, and
I took responsibility for my
home. I have given myself the
option of doing things myself
or discussing them intelligently with a contractor (and spotting a con man in a hurry).
C.H. IN ACWORTH, GA.
DEAR ABBY: Honey, have
you never heard the old saying, "If you want the job done
right, do it yourself'? My husband is also a procrastinator. I
have found if I start working
on HIS project and yell, "Oh,
damn!" he comes running to
see what is wrong. Then I say,
"I am just trying to fix the
thing." Invariably, he says,
"Move over and let me do it."
It works every time. Why
spend money on getting something repaired if you know your
husband knows how to fix it?
This is called reverse psychology. It works with husbands
and children every time. Try
it. -- DEMORA IN RICHMOND
DEAR ABBY: No amount
of begging or nagging would
get my husband to repair the
leaky faucet in our bathroom.
So I had an inspiration. I placed
a measuring cup under the
faucet, timed how long it took
to get a cup (8 ounces), multiplied that by the minutes in
a day, times 30 days in a month,
etc. Well, you get the picture
When I told my husband how
many gallons of water had
dripped down the drain each
month and how it equaled into
dollars and cents down the
drain, he got the drip fixed
pronto. If it doesn't work for
"Drippy's Wife," maybe the
plumber's estimate will do the
trick. -- DRIPLESS IN TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: Not having
read Monday's paper, I was
confused when two of my children and a good friend called
me at work to ask if I had
written a letter to Dear Abby.
That night, after reading your
column I laughed so hard.
nearly cried!
"Drippy's Wife" is living my
life with two exceptions. Her
husband takes her to home
improvement shows and has
plans of someday doing a project. My "handyman' watches doit-yourself programs every Saturday, and imagines he has done
and finished every project he
has seen on TV. The only thing
my 'Gary" has finished in 37
years is the food on his dinner plate. -- STILL LAUGHING IN MENTOR, OHIO

1 River float,
5 Fast food
symbol
9 Air-purnp mess
12 Fizzy drink
13 Had been
14 Steal from
15 INeliaway"
17 Huge sum
of money
19 Even chance
21 Striped stone
22 First-aid boxes
24 'Tao - Ching
25 Previous to
26 Treat a sprain
27 Zipper
alternative
29 - Derek
of filmdom
31 Was victorious
32 911 destination
33 Uh cousin
34 Dog sound
35 Needing office
36'Om tor one
38 Tell a whopper
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Mom needs more info
about ovarian cancer
DEAR DR. GOTT: My
daughter has recently been diagnosed with ovarian cancer. She
was so shocked when her doctor told her the news that she
was unable to understand completely what he told her. She's
frightened,
confused and
would really
like
your
help.
DEAR
READER: I
can give only
a
general
an
because you
do not mention specifics
in your brief
By
Dr. Peter Gott note.
According to the American Cancer Society, ovarian cancer ranks fifth
in cancer deaths among women.
It is estimated about 20,000 new
cases will be diagnosed this
year, and about 15,000 ovarian
cancer patients die each year.
Ovaries are the main source
of estrogen and progesterone,
the two main female hormones.
There are three kinds of tissue
in the ovaries: the germ cells,
which produce eggs; the stromal cells, which produce most
of the female hormones; and
the epithelial cells, which cover
the ovary.
Tumors that develop and stay
within the ovaries are often
benign (harmless). However.
malignant tumors can also start
in the ovaries and spread quickly to other organs such as the
uterus, lymph nodes and other
parts of the body.
Benign tumors can usually
be treated successfully by removing the part of the ovary that
contains the tumor or the whole
ovary.
Malignant tumors ovarian are
usually treated be removing the
affected ovary or ovaries and

any surrounding tissues the cancer has spread to, such as the
fallopian tubes, uterus and lymph
Radiation
glands.
and/or
chemotherapy are also advised
because of the risk of missed
cancer cells that can grow and
continue to spread.
Most ovarian cancers start in
the epithelial cells. Called epithelial ovarian carcinomas, these
account for 85 percent to 90
percent of all ovarian cancers.
Benign tumors and tumors of
low malignant potential have a
much better prognosis, but, if
caught early, most ovarian can- •
cers can be treated and even
cured.
Symptoms include abdominal pressure or fullness, urinary
urgency, pelvic pain or discomfort, a change in bowel habits,
including constipation and diarrhea, weight loss or gain, an
increase in abdominal girth and
low-back pain.
Risk factors include difficulty conceiving, inherited gene
mutation, a family history of
ovarian cancer and obesity during childhood.
There are two tests used routinely. The first is a transvaginal ultrasound, which gives better images than the usual transabdominal ultrasound.
CA-125 is a marker for cancer in women. Serum concentrations are not elevated in up
to 50 percent of women with
early disease and can be elevated in numerous other conditions.
Because ovarian cancer is so
difficult to detect in its early
stages, only about one-fifth of
the cancers are found before the
tumor has spread beyond the
ovaries. Unfortunately, in most
cases, the disease has spread
before it is diagnosed. Early-stage
epithelial ovarian cancer is potentially curable, with survival rates
up to 90 percent. The key is
early detection.

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 104
•A K 9 2
•Q 5
*Q 9 8 3
WEST
EAST
*7
•Q 9 6 5 3 2
•J 10 7 4
•Q 8 5
•AKJ 1083
•92
+64
+72
SOUTH
00 A J 8
V6 3
•7 6 4
40AKJ 105
The bidding:
South
Sorth East
West
1•
1•
2*
4•
Pass
Pass
54
Opening lead -• king of diamonds.

Declarer ruffs with dummy's
eight and is left with the problem of
avoiding a spade loser. This is not a
difficult task to accomplish if you
peek at Lases hand, see the spade
queen and finesse accordingly.
But which way to finesse without
seeing the opposing cards is a hit
more complicated. You could argue
that West bid and is therefore more
likely to have the queen, or that East
is more likely to have it because he
probably has more spades than West.
Both are valid arguments. CVen
though they lead to opposite conclusions. However, the best way of trying to reconcile these differing viewpoints is to attempt to learn more
about how the defenders' cards are
di% ided.
Accordingly, you cash the A-K of
trumps and A-K of hearts, and ruff a
heart. You then cross to dummy with
a trump and ruff the last heart. When
West follows suit, your worries are
It is much easier to play a hand
correctly if you see the defenders' over. West has shown up with tbur
cards. But even though in practice hearts, six diamonds and two clubs
you don't sec their cards, you can
— and so is bound to have a singleoften force them to reveal their hold- ton spade.
ings and so achieve the same result
You therefore lead a loss spade to
as if their hands were exposed.
the king and a spade back to the jack
Consider this deal where West with total assurance that the jack will
cashes the K-A of diamonds and con- win the trick. So long as everyone
tinues with the jack after East plays started with 13 cards, this is one
high-low to show a doubleton.
finesse that cannot lose.
Tomorrow: A necessary assumption.
Nut K prig I emotes ndocaLe in..

39 Mae West role
in Brie/ greeting
11 Rain slickers
42 Like - of bricks
44 Romp about
46 Early
astronomer
48 Principle
51 Everybody
52 Two semesters
54 Gutter site
55 Lawyer's thing
56 Is in Avila
57 Steel-mill
refuse
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22 New Zealand
bird
23 Desktop
symbol
25 Ms Bombeck
27 Wiener
schndzel base
28 Krack-knack
29 - -a-brac
30 Raw metals
34 Bitterly cold
36 Kind of van
37 Necklace s
place
39 Relaxes
41 Blends
42 Food additive
43 Bedtime story
44 Charges
45 Gulf St
47 Caustic
solution
49 Biologist s
eggs
50 Eldest
March gin
53 Nile god
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6 mo.
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Check your numbers & cash your prizes starting August 14t

TOP PRIZE WINNING NUMBERS FOR $500,000!

321010

243310

2nd PRIZE WINNING NUMBERS FOR $25,000!

116022

129300

3rd PRIZE WINNING NUMBERS FOR $5,000!

014963 102030 142762 206992
241710
019941 102635 146323
071745 103049 157020 255801
083590 110364 168805 289505
091116 137059 178835 290359
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142632
14nsi
113111
141175
114197
1%421
145311
14%31
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146219
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111151
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1511%
157733
133614
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